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A B S T R ACT

In this graduation work we have studied the combination of trellis

codes (convolutional codes) with Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM). The

goal is the development of a complete transmission scheme: from data

bits in to data bits out. This total scheme has been realized and is

described in detail.

The first part of the study is dedicated to the identification of

the proper modulation scheme, to be chosen from the set of CPM schemes,

that resul ts in a good scheme when combined wi th a certain

convolutional code. From this study the 4-ary 3RC (Raised Cosine)

scheme emerges as a good trade-off between transmission caracteristics

and scheme's complexity. This modulation scheme is rate=1/2

convolutionally coded by the data bit stream to be transmitted. In this

way an even better performance is attained, notably without higher

power- or bandwidth requirements. For this scheme, a quadrature

modulator is designed and its functional operation is explained. To

compute the (coded) 4-ary, 3RC signal waveforms for this modulator,

software is written in PASCAL. This software can be adapted easily to

compute the signal waveforms for differently coded 3RC schemes.

Finally, the decoder's implementation is described. The decoding of

the coded 3RC signals is performed by a sub-optimum Maximum Likelihood

Sequence Estimation process, for which the Viterbi Algorithm (VA) has

been appl ied. The actual form of the VA is explained in detail,

together with the developed interface, which samples the 3RC waveforms,

that are to be decoded. The VA is implemented in software on a TMS32010

micro processor's development system from Texas Instruments. As a

consequence of the software implementat ion, the maximum bit rate is

low: the maximum achievable rate is approx. 350 bi tis. Some test

results of the complete transmission scheme are presented as well.
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS USED IN THIS REPORT.

Binary input data.

Additive Gaussian Noise.

CPM scheme's input (vector).

Binary output data.

Continuous Phase Modulation.

Euclidean distance.

Hamming distance.

coding gain.

Data memory of TMS32010 micro processor.

Frequency function of CPM scheme.

Modulation index of CPM scheme.

Inter Symbol Interference.

Constraint length of convolutional encoder.

Number of bit times during which a CPM input symbol a

influences the channel signal.

Input alfabet size of transmission scheme.

Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation (decoding process).

number of bits/waveforms to be received by VA.

bit error probability.

Program memory of TMS32010 micro processor.

Phase function of CPM scheme.

code rate.

exponential bound parameter.

bit time.

signal-to-noise ratio.

moment at which the first merge occurs in a CPM scheme due to

a weak modulation index.

moment at which the first inevitable merge in a CPM scheme

occurs.

TCM Trellis-Coded Modulation.

VA Viterbi Algorithm.
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INTRODUCTION

Many years ago, when the first electrical communications systems

were developed, the only way to obtain reI iable communication was by

the transmission of high power signals in order to keep the signal to

noise ratio at the receiver side sufficiently high. Soon afterwards it

was discovered that one could trade off the signal power against the

bandwidth occupied by the channel signal. Thus lowering the signal power

and simultaneously increasing the channel signal's bandwidth beyond

that of the information signal to be transmitted, also can result in

reliable communication. In doing so the (radio) transmitters became

easier to build and operate (cooling). The price paid for this

improvement is a smaller number of stations within the same

communications band.

For many years bandwidth expansion was no serious problem, although

normally one had to pay for the amount of bandwidth in use. Nowadays

much research is carried out to reduce the bandwidth of channel signals

because of the heavy load on many systems (satellite telephone systems;

mobi Ie radio systems; telephone I ines used as I inks between computer

modems). To achieve this goal several ways have been proposed, among

which is Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM), sometimes called

Correlative Phase Modulation. Another advantage of CPM signals is their

constant envelope. This property is needed when power efficient

non-l inear ampl ifiers are to be used. Finally these signals have a

lower error probabil ity at the same average power than, for example,

QPSK signals.

Another way to reduce error probability, while maintaining power and

bandwidth the same, is to make use of Trellis-Coded Modulation schemes

(TCM schemes). Since both methods have interesting features, in this

graduation project we have chosen to study the combination of these

principles: Trellis coding combined with CPM.

It will turn out that CPM is a mixture of coding and modulation.

That 1s, one can not really distinguish the two processes, that is the

coding is embedded in the way CPM signals are constructed. More

or less the same holds for any trellis-coded modulation scheme: though

coding and modulation are physically separated, the result is a
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modulat ion scheme in which only certain signal sequences are allowed.

For these two phenomena, the name codulation is used to emphasize that

coding and modulation are so much entangled.

The goal of this graduation work is to show the special features

that can be expected from the combination of trell is codes with CPM:

lower bandwidth- and power requirements relative to, for instance,

QPSK, whi Ie keeping the error probabi I i ty the same as with QPSK. In

this work we are not concerned with the system's bit rate. That is, it

may be given such a low value, that the required Maximum Likelihood

Sequence Estimation (MLSE) decoding process can be implemented in

software on a TMS32010 Digital Signal Processr (DSP).

To study a scheme that exploits trellis-coded CPM, a choice must be

made from the enormous set of schemes that results from combining

trell is codes with CPM. This choice is mainly governed by

implementation constraints.

In chapter 1 and chapter 2 of this report, an overview is presented

of TCM and CPM respectively. From the discussions presented in those

chapters, we will arrive at the particular scheme that has been

implemented: a rate 1/2 convolutional encoder combined with 4-ary,

h = 1/2, 3RC (Raised Cosine) modulation scheme.

In chapter 3 we discuss the design of this scheme's modulator that

combines the convolutional encoder with 3RC. Software has been

developed which computes this scheme's signal set.

Chapter 4 discusses the MLSE decoder. For this task a sub-opt imum

Viterbi Algorithm has been applied. Some test results of the

implemented decoder will be given as well.
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1. TRELLIS-CODED MODULATION

As mentioned in the introduction, reliable communication is often

achieved by increasing the signal's bandwidth. Well known is the

principle of adding several bits to a block in order to be able to

correct (or detect) transmission errors. Due to this principle more

code-bits per second have to be transmitted over the channel if the

information rate is required to be constant. So the bandwidth of the

channel signal has to be increased. There are, however, some objections

against such a bandwidth increase. First think of the money, that must

be paid for transmission facilities. Normally fares are more or less

proportional to the bandwidth in use. Stated otherwise: it might be

required to hire a second channel to transfer your (traditionally)

coded data to its destination. If coded in another way, it might be

possible to push the data stream through just one such a channel and

attain a better performance.

Second: in many applications nowadays, it is simply not possible to

hire more tranmission lines. Think of heavily loaded satellite

telephone systems, in which the total number of lines is limited by the

satell i te' s specifications. Another example is formed by the popular

transmission of computer data over telephone lines. The recent increase

in this kind of traffic has, to a large extend, accounted for the

congestion problems in many telephone systems (e.g. the problems that

Dutch PTT had during 1987 in the Amsterdam region).

Clearly, if modems could be designed so as to use less bandwidth for

a given information rate, the network load would decrease. Today such

modems are available indeed. Whereas 4800 bits/s transmission over a 3

kHz bandlimited telephone line was seen as the maximum achievable only

a few years ago, nowadays modems, that transmit information at a rate

of 19 200 bits/s are on the market. The only restriction is that the

telephone system should have a good signal to noise ratio (about 25 dB

or more). The progress was made possible by another look at

transmitting binary data. Systems with transmission rates up to 4800

bi ts/s make use of independent symbol-by-symbol transmission schemes.

For higher information rates this no longer proves useful so systems

changed to the use of transmitting sequences of channel symbols. There

are means to ensure that the minimum (Euclidean) distance in the set of
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those et-.a..TJnel :,:,,<;-..,ences is greater than the minimum dist.ance in the set

or ind:Euender:t ::;",',,',.nnel ·~)'lr.bols, Th\.t'~ one may €XV-,ct a lower error

probability fe, :~le syst;.~s that transmit cha"nel sE<jUences. Note that

we bavearr"ived at a ne.., kind of trade-off in the desifD of a

communications system.. Tbe ,designer now must find the good balance

between error probability and system's complexity, since transmitting

channel 'seql..tenc.es and especially decoding them is more elaborate than a

sym!::,,=, !;-b,ll"-symbo1 a.pproach.

One '{)f the coding methods. that make the distance increase, is

convolutional acdin£'. which results in trel1is-coded modulation.

Therefore attention is nov paid to convolutional codes.

1.1 CONVOLtIT19NAL CODES

In this paragraph tbebasic .aspects of ,convolutional codes are

explained. That is: sol!''..2ch is explained as is req1.lired to get a good

understanding of the over-all trellis-coded m"dulation system.

Convolutional codes are,in a way, just the opposite of block codes.

That is: in many cases only one bit at a time is encoded into a

codeword in convolutional codes,W'hereas in block codes groups of input

bits are enc:odedat a t!]'[,..,. Consequently a convolutional encoder is a

fairly simple device: a short shift register and (eventually) some

modulo-2adrlers wi 11 do.

As an example of' a convolutional encoder, consider the shift

register in figure 1.1.

X
1

I
e Modulo-2 adder.

'-----~I!J------~) X
2

Figure 1.1 A convolutional encoder.

There are systematic and non-systematic concolutional codes. A code
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is said to be systematic if its codewords contain one or more uncoded,

undelayed input bits.

The convolutional encoder of figure 1. 1 produces a non-systematic

code. The problem with non-systematic codes is that they might be

catastrofic. This means that a finite number of transmission errors

leads to an infinite number of incorrectly decoded data bits. A

convolutional code is catastrofic if the code's generator polynomials

have a common factor if modulo-2 arithmetic is applied to the

coefficients of D. For example if an encoder has

g = 1 + D
2

the common factor is seen to be 1 + D:
2

(1 + D)2 = D2
+ D + D + 1 = D2 + (1 + l)D + 1 = D2

+ 1.

n in the terms Dn denotes a tap from the shift register

g = 1 + D and
1

Here the power

stage number n,

counted from the stage where the data bits A are supplied. The + signs
n

stand for modulo-2 addition. As can be verified, the example encoder

does not produce a catastrofic code.

Encoding takes place by inserting new data bits A from the left
n

side and the resulting codewords are the pairs (X ,X). If there are N
1 2

output bits for every A input bits, the encoder has a code rate

R = A/N. For the example encoder this is R = 1/2.

Clearly the output can be influenced only by a certain input bit as

long as this input bit is in the shift register. Therefore a second

encoder parameter is its constraint length K, indicating the number of

stages in the shift register. For this encoder K = 3.

(Unfortunately some authors define the constraint length to be the

maximum number of channel symbols influenced by any bit passing

through the shift register; then the constraint length is K • N).

We now look at the encoder above in more detail. The following table

describes the encoder transitions with corresponding outputs.

In the left column we see the encoder state made up of S and S .
1 2

Together with the input An' the state determines the output (X1'X2 ). In

the right column we see the new state resulting from the old one and

the input bi t.
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Table 1.1. Transition table of encoder in figure 1.1

A Sl S2 Xl X
2

New Sl S2n

a a a a a a a
1 a a a 1 1 a
a a 1 a 1 a a
1 a 1 a a 1 a

a 1 a 1 a a 1
1 1 0 1 1 1 1
a 1 1 1 1 a 1
1 1 1 1 a 1 1

Although this representation is rather easy for studying one input,

it gives rise to some degree of confusion when input bitstrings must be

considered. Therefore one can resort to the use of a tree, that

contains all possible input sequences, starting at a particular time

and encoder state, up to a certain time. As an example consider the

tree belonging to the encoder we are studying. The tree is found in

figure 1.2 on the next page.

We now take a closer look at the encoder. Suppose we have the

following input bitstring:

1 1 100 1 a

Suppose, at the time the first bit of this sequence arrives the

encoder is in state (Sl,S2) = (0,0). Then we obtain the next

state-state transitions according to the encoder transition table

above:

(0,0) ---::-1~~) 0, a)
0,1

1 ) 0,1)
1, 1

1 ) 0,1)
1, a

---::-o--:-~) ( 0, 1)
1,1

--=-O~~) ( a,a)
0,1

1
~ 0,0),

a
1 0) (0,1),

Here the number above each transition arrow represents the input bit

An and the pair under each arrow is the encoder output (Xl' X
2

).

Starting in any state in the tree, an upper branch corresponds to a

zero input and a lower branch to a one input to the encoder. Now one

can easily trace the corrsponding path through the tree. At the end of
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(0,0,0)

1

(0,0)
CO,O,O)
(0,0)

Cl,O,O)

(0,0,0)
(0,1)

(0,0)
(0,1,0)

Cl,O)
Cl,O,O)
(0,1)

Cl,l,O)
(0,0,0) Cl,1)
(0,0)

(0,0, 1) __
(0,1)

(0,1,0)
0,0)

Cl,O, 1)
(0,0)

0,0,0)
(0, 1 ) (0,1,1)

0,1)
Cl,l,O)
0,1)

Cl,l,1)
Cl,O)

I

(0,0,0) __
(0,0)

(0,0,1)
(0,1)

Cl,O,O)
(0, 1 )

(0,1,0)
0,0) (0,1,0) _

0,0)
0,0,1)
(0,0)

Cl,l,O)
0,1)

Cl,O,O)
(0,0,1)

(0,1)
(0, 1 )

1
(0,1,1)
0,1)

Cl,O,1)
(0,0)

0,1,0)
O,1J

T
(0,1,1) _

1 Cl,1) -
0,1,1)
0,0) Cl,l,1) _

A

B

0,0)
t=T ~ TI U

b b b b

Figure 1.2 Tree displaying sequences of codewords, generated by the
encoder in figure 1.1.
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each branch in the tree the corresponding encoder output is given. Also

shown, at the end of each branch, is the current contents of the shift

register, that determines the corresponding output vector.

Shown by the arrow sequence in the tree of figure 1.2 is the of the

path corresponding to the input sequence in the above-given example.

Now one can see that already for input sequences of moderate length

the tree becomes impractical, for its size grows beyond every limit for

longer and longer input bi tstrings. But when we look at the tree in

more detai I, we see that start ing wi th the fourth branch of any

sequence, there are identical sets of branches in the upper and lower

halves of the tree. This behaviour is caused by the finite value of the

encoder's constraint length. After having input the fourth bit, the

first one can not influence the ouput any longer, so repetition must

occur. In other words we can tie together some points in the upper and

lower halves, thus decreasing the tree's size. As an example, the nodes

labeled A and B at t = 4T in figure 1.2 are exactly the same. If we
b

tie together all equivalent nodes in both halves of the tree after

every bit time T , we prevent the tree's size from growing.
b

We now introduce the concept of a trellis. A trellis is nothing more

or less than another way of drawing the tree of the convolutional code.

It results when equivalent nodes in the code's tree are tied together

as explained above. The trell is contains, in principle, an infinite

(0,0)

(0,1)

0,0)

O,U
10

t=O T
b

2T
b

3T
b

4T
b

5T
b

6T
b

Figure 1. 3. Path through the trellis, corresponding to the input
sequence 1 1 1 0 0 1.
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number of columns, each representing the four different encoder states

(5
1
,5

2
). Each column corresponds to an input bit time

states are connected by a set of transition arrows,

the state-state transitions of the encoder. In figure

is shown with the example sequence going through it.

T. The trell is
b

thus displaying

1.3 the trellis

In this way every encoder input sequence can be represented by its

path through the trellis. When all possible input sequences are

included in the trellis, one gets a complete trellis as shown in

figure 1. 4 .

00 00 00 00

(0,0)

(0, 1) •

0,0) •

O,U •
10 10

t=O T 2T 3T 4T
b b b b

Figure 1.4. The complete trellis of the example encoder in fig. 1.1

In the trell is, each state-state transition is labeled with the

corresponding output vector (X
1

'X
2

). The upper branch leaving any node

corresponds to a data input bit 'zero', the lower branch from any node

corresponds to a data input bit 'one'. Note that the trellis is built

up during the first two input-symbol intervals, starting in state

(0,0). From t = 2T on, the trellis repeats itself, displaying no more
b

paths than it does from t = 2T to t = 3T .
b b

1.2 THEORY OF TRELLIS-CODED MODULATION

The possibility of reducing a system's error probability while

maintaining its bandwidth and signal power by the use of what now is

called Trellis-Coded Modulation (TCM) was first studied by Ungerboeck
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in the mid 1970' s. It lasted unti I 1982 before an easily obtainable

publication came out [1]. The theory presented here is mainly based on

this paper and two other papers by Ungerboeck [2], [3].

The basic idea behind TCM systems is best explained by comparing a

TCM system with a convent ional communi cat ions system. In convent ional

multilevel or multiphase systems, having M different levels/phases, m

information bits are transmitted by choosing one of the M = 2m possible

modulator output signals. The demodulator then makes an independent

"nearest neighbour" decision on the received signal.

'Around' this modulation system, a conventional encoder and decoder

are placed thus enabling the system to correct or detect transmission

errors caused by channel noise. We thus have the following system shown

in figure 1. 5

, \- - - -I I I
IEncoder~MOdulator::1-+-1 Demodulator~ Decoder~ B

I I I I I n

I I N ise I I I
IChannel II ---- I I

1_ ~o~u~a~i~n_s~s~e: -' I

_(~o~v~n!:.i~n~ll. !:.r~n~m!.s~i~n_s~s!:.e~ I

I

I

I

I

1-

,- - - - - 

I
A

n

Figure 1.5. Basic structure of conventional communications systems.

Here the encoder's task is to add a number of non-information bits

todecodertheenableto the communicat ions system's input A to
n

perform error correction to output an estimate B of the system's input
n

A . Error correction is neccesary because the demodulator has to output
n

an alphabet symbol in accordance with the number of levels/phases the

modulation system is working with. This causes the demodulator to make

a hard decision on each analoque channel output. Making these hard

symbol-by-symboI decisions leads to some error probability due to the

overlapping of the Gaussian noise distributions, that influence the

received signal. The only way to bring down this probability of error

is by increasing the signal amplitude. But this wi 11 lead to higher
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power requirements, which is against the objective to keep the (coded)

system's power at a constant level relative to the uncoded system.

Since the decoder in figure 1.5 works on hard-limited channel

outputs (zero's and one's for a binary system) the code design should

be governed by Hamming distance (number of symbols by which two

codewords differ). If we consider a convolutional code, required to be

able to correct n code symbols, the minimum Hamming distance between

any pair of codewords must be 2n + 1. This can only be achieved by

adding non-information bits to the words to be transmitted, hence

causing a loss in information rate on the channel, if the channel

signal's bandwidth is to remain the same as in the uncoded scheme. This

is the well known price to be paid for reliable communication, but it

is against our objective to preserve the system's information rate.

There are two ways of coming around with the mentioned rate loss.

First we could increase the symbol speed on the channel if the

channel's bandwidth allows doing so. Second, when we are already

signaling at the practical limit of the channel symbol speed, we must

increase the channel signal's alphabet. Of course the latter approach

is the one to consider here, though it leads to non-binary (M > 2),

thus more complex systems. When we follow this latter approach it, is

seen that convolutional coding the input bit sequence A results in the
n

enlargement of the signal set.

However, implementing the above-mentioned approach in the

conventional manner, that is with demodulation and decoding being

separated like in figure 1.5 and making symbol-by-symbol decisions, bad

results may be obtained as indicated by the next example from

Ungerboeck [2]

Suppose we have two systems, one uncoded 4-PSK and one coded 8-PSK

system combined with a rate 2/3 error correction coder prior to the

8-PSK system. Suppose both systems transmit 2 information bits during

each modulation interval. Let the 4-PSK system's parameters be such
-5

that the probability of symbol error CPS) 1s 10 . Then, as we see from

figure 1.6 A, with the same signal-to-noise ratio on the channel, the

8-PSK system transmits data at a symbol error probabi 1 i ty , measured

15



behind the demodulator, of about 10-2 . This higher 'raw' error rate is

due to the smaller spacing between the channel signals in the 8-PSK

system (both systems are required to have the same average power).

For the 8-PSK system to have the same ' information bit error

probability' P
b

the decoder must be able to correct sequences of three

erroneous bits (corresponding to the channel signal that was actually

mi s-rece i ved) .

This correction requires, for instance, a convolutional code with

Hamming distance 7, which can be generated by an encoder having a

• •
4 - PSK

• •

•~ / •

• / ~ •

• •
8 - PSK

B

..-

10-'O~--:---'IL..O-~'S-.l.--J20

£.1No IdBi

A

• •

Figure 1.6 A. Error probality as a function of channel SNR for
4-PSK and 8-PSK systems.

B. Signal spaces for these systems, including decision
region boundaries.

constraint length of 6. The corresponding trell is contains 64 states

and decoding is rather complex. But after all both systems are

identical with respect to P
b

, the coded 8-PSK system being of course

much more complex than the uncoded 4-PSK system. So one would never

decide to use trellis coding and M-ary modulation, as it seems.
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There is one basic reason for this unwanted and (may be) unexpected

result: the trellis-coded 8-PSK scheme is not detected correctly. This

is explained as follows. The process of taking hard decisions is still

present and even more critical in 8-PSK systems than it is in 4-PSK

systems, due to the smaller spacings in the 8-PSK signal structure. It

is possible, however, to enhance this scheme's performance by

introducing soft-decision detection together with a MLSE decoding

process (the Viterbi process). For details on the Viterbi Algorithm

(VA) as implemented in this work, see chapter 4.

Using a soft-decision Viterbi decoder gives rise to a second

problem: using such a decoder we are no longer interested in the

Hamming distance between channel signals. That is this code

characteristic is important only when hard decisions have to be made on

binary signals that have been output by a hard-decision demodulator.

Since we just left out such a demodulator, we can not use any longer

the convolutional code that was designed to be optimal in the sense of

Hamming distance.

This is so because the most probable errors made by an optimum soft

decision Viterbi decoder occur between channel signal sequences, that

are closest together in terms of Euclidean distance (instead of Hamming

distance). The Euclidean distance between two channel signal sequences

!! and Q. is the squared distance between them and it is defined as

follows:

N

L
n = 1

(1.1).

In the coded 8-PSK system with soft decision making we can not use

the convolutional code with Hamming distance 7. This is because there

does not exist a monotonic function to map a Hamming distance onto

Euclidean distance. Squared Euclidean distance and Hamming distance are

equi valent only for schemes not having more than two signals in one

modulation dimension. (Here equivalent means increasing the Hamming

distance leads to a greater Euclidean distance). In other words, codes

for multilevel/phase signals must be designed to maximize the minimum

Euclidean distance (also called the free Euclidean distance) rather
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than Hamming distance. As a counter example, consider the following

systems: binary-AM and 4-ary AM in figure 1.7.

Note. As this example we took AM since it is much easier to analyse

than CPM (the modulation class actually under consideration in this

work). The same concepts, however, are found with trellis-coding a CPM

scheme.

As we see in figure 1.7, lowering the input string's Hamming

distance in the 4-ary system does not affect the Eucl idean distance.

Reversely: designing a code with greater free Hamming distance for the

4-ary system does not guarantee a greater free Eucl idean distance,

hence no better transmission characteristics can be expected in advance

by designing TCM codes governed by Hamming distance.

Binary AM

--11---+-- _

-1 1

Input seq.

100 1 ~
a 11 a ~

Channe 1 seq.

1 -1 -1 1
-1 1 1-1

4-ary AM

--II - - --3 -1 1 3

Natural binary map:
a a ~ -3 1 a ~ 1
a 1 ~ -1 1 1 ~ 3

Input seq. Channel seq.

1 a a 1 ~ 1 -1
a 1 1 a ~ -1 1

d = 4
H

d = 4
E

d = 4
H

101 1 ~
a 11 a ~

1 -1
-1 1

1 1
1 -1

1 a 1 1
a 1 1 a

1
-1

3
1

d = 3H

Figure 1. 7 Non-monotonic relation between input bitstring's
Hamming distance and the Eucl idean distance for a
4-ary AM system compared to a binary AM system.

Having stated that codes, that are to be used in TCM systems, must
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follows:

0 0 ----7 -3
0 1 ----7 -1
1 0 ----7 1
1 1 ----7 3

In figure 1.8 we

be designed so as to maximize the free Euclidean distance, we now come

to the heart of TCM: sequence coded channel symbols.

If we look at a transmission system that does not exploit sequence

coding, we see that every possible sequence of channel symbols can

occur. That is: the next channel symbol depends on the next input only.

But with a convolutional encoder prior to the transmission system, this

is no longer true! That is: a certain kind of memory is introduced.

To explain this, we turn back to the convolutional encoder of

figure 1.1 and its trellis given in figure 1.4. Transmitting the

encoder output vector (X
1

'X
2

) requires a 4-ary transmission scheme. We

therefore introduce some way of mapping the (X
1

'X
2

) vector onto a 4-ary

alphabet. Just like in the example above, a natural binary mapping is

chosen here, that maps binary 2-vectors onto 4-ary channel symbols as

compare the uncoded binary AM system with the coded

4-ary AM system. For both systems the trellis is given. Of course, for

the uncoded system this is not a very simple one, but it helps pointing

at the crucial difference between the two systems. In figure 1. 8 the

above-mentioned mapping is seen along the branches of the 4-ary

scheme's trellis, showing the corresponding channel symbols. The upper

path leaving any trell is node corresponds to a data zero input, the

lower one corresponds to a data one input.

We now introduce the next definition of a channel sequence. "Start

in any trellis node. Consider the two (for a binary trellis) outgoing

branches, corresponding to the inputs 0 and 1. After this split, we

follow both paths through the tellis in such a way. that we reach a

merge point as soon as possible. Trellis paths are said to merge in a

certain node if they are identical ever after. Both paths through the

trellis between their split and merge are called trellis sequences. We

obtain the corresponding channel sequences by simply noting the

appropriate branch-labels."
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Example, see figure 1.8 A. Start in trellis state (0,0) at any time.

From there the input sequences (0,0,0) and (1,0,0) correspond to the

channel sequences (-3,-3,-3) and (-1,1,-1) respectively. It is not

possible to find any other pair of channel sequences, not longer than

three symbols, that has a smaller Euclidean distance. So the two

example sequences provide the system with its free Euclidean distance.

(There are many other paths of length three in the trellis having this

same distance between them).

According to the definition of channel sequences, we say that the

sequences in the uncoded binary system have length 1, with

corresponding free distance 2. From now on by distance we mean

Euclidean distance.

-3 -3

(0,0)

CO,1)

0,0)

0,1)
1 1

4-ary AM trell is

-3

Binary AM trellis

1

Figure 1. 8 A. Trell is for the encoder of figure 1. 1 with codewords
mapped onto the branches according to the natural binary
map.B. Trellis for uncoded binary system.

Before we can compute the free distance in the coded 4-ary system,

we must scale its signal structure in such a way, that both systems

require the same average power. (Remember we aim at designing a

communications system with lower error probability, but with the same

bandwidth and power reqUirements as the binary system).

Requiring both average powers to be equal we have

(_1)2 + 12
---2::::---- =

20
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We therefore scale the 4-ary system by the factor a = 1,58 Then the

signal space looks like in figure 1.9.

-tI--tI~--tI-

-3 -1 1 3
a a a a

Figure 1.9 Scaled signal structure for the coded 4-ary AM system.
This structure requires the same average power as the
uncoded binary AM system.

Using this scaled 4-ary system, we see that the channel sequences

just described, have the following distance between them:

0.3)

From (1.3), d = 3,1.
E

So with the convolutional code of figure 1.1 and the natural binary

mapping of codewords (X ,X) onto channel symbols we have designed a
1 2

4-ary AM system with coding gain G relative to the uncoded binary AM
c

system of:

d
G = 10 1010g [ E free 4-ary ] = 10 1010g [3/] = 1,9 dB

c dE free 2-ary
(1. 4)

But by changing the branch labels to be in accordance with another

mapping of codewords onto channel symbols, one can upgrade the original

system even more. Looking at the trellis in figure 1.8, we see that the

split occurring at the state (0,0) accounts for a distance increase of

1-3 - -11 = 2. Changing the labeling in such a way that for this split

-1 is replaced by 1, we have the same split now resulting in a distance

increase of 1-3 -11 = 4. The next mapping results in splits all having

a distance increase of four.
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0 0 ~ -3
0 1 ~ 1
1 0 ~ 3
1 1 ~ -1

The correspondng trell is is shown in figure 1. 10.

Now, in figure 1.10, the same encoder input sequences (0,0,0) and

( 1,0,0) correspond to the channe1 sequences (-3, -3, -3) and ( 1, 3, -1)

respectively. Then the distance between them is found to be:

--'-----'-------'-::c-;:::,-----..l...-----'-------'-- = 27, 2

dE = 5,22.

0.5)

Again, no sequences having smaller Euclidean distance between them

can be found. So, for nearly the same 4-ary system (identical encoder

and signal set) with only the signal mapping chosen differently, we

find the coding gain relative to the uncoded binary system to be:

-3 -3 -3

(0,0)

(0,1) Mapping:

o 0 ~ -3

0,0) o 1 ~ 1

1 0 ~ 3

O,U 1 1 ~ -1
3 3 3

Figure 1.10 Trellis for the encoder of figure 1.1 with new labeling
as shown beside the trellis.

(1. 6)

Obviously the price paid for the improvements obtained by applying

TeM is system's complexity, instead of the traditional trade-off for

transmi tter power and/or channel bandwidth (the symbol rate for the
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coded 4-ary system equals the uncoded system's bitrate). Notably the

decoder has become rather elaborate, since we now must use the MI...5E

process. Therefore one usually implements a Vi terbi Algori thm (VA).

This is explained in chapter 4 of this report.

Note, however, that the two 4-ary systems of figure 1.8A and

figure 1. 10that we have just described (4-ary AM using the natural

binary mapping of codewords (X, X ) onto channel symbols and 4-ary AM
1 2

using another kind of mapping) have the same structure. So decoding

them wi 11 require the same amount of processing. Then it becomes

evident how important the choice of mapping is: choosing another kind

of mapping can upgrade the system considerably without introducing a

greater system's complexity.

From figures 1. 8A and 1. lOwe see certai n signal sequences to be

forbidden (that is, they are not present in those trelisses) due to the

convol utional coding of input data bits. For instance, starting in

state (0,0) in figure 1. 8A, the next state sequence is not allowed:

(0,0) - (1,0) - (0,0). It is this exclusion of sequences that results

in the distance gain relative to the uncoded scheme. Decoding such a

trellis-coded modulation scheme is performed in one step: the received

waveforms are directly decoded into the (estimated) data bit sequence,

thus showing that coding and modulation are entangled. The direct

decoding is possible since every 4-ary symbol from the set

{-3, -1, 1, 3} is directly related to a data bit 1 or 0 through

table 1.1. Details on this decoding process are given in chapter 4.

Having explained this example of TCM, we turn to a more theoretical

discussion of the development of TCM systems. A rather formal ised

process for the design of TCM systems is given. Our example system will

turn out to be a special case of the general TCM system.

1.3 DESIGN OF TRELLIS-CODED SYSTEMS

Thus far it might seem possible to design TCM systems quite easily.

However when one starts from a rather complex system to be changed into
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a TCM system, one can not expect to find good codes by trying alone.

One needs at least some heuristic way of searching to circumvent the

enormous number of possible codes to be checked individually. The basic

aspect of this method is called Set Partitioning. See Ungerboeck [3].

The general encoder-modulator structure of a TCM transmitter can be

visualized as in figure 1.11.

n

set)m m+
Convolutional

1 Encoder Subset selection
1

Signal mapping block

n+11 I

_m_+_1 ...;:~m-+-2 Si gnal se1ecti on I
1 If---~

Figure 1.11. Structure of a general TCM transmitter.

At the left side of the transmitter a binary n-vector is input. Of

these components m bits are convolutional coded into m + 1 bits (this

corresponds to a rate m/m + 1 encoder). Those m + 1 coded bits select
m+1 .one out of 2 sIgnal subsets; the n - m uncoded bits select one out

n-mof 2 signals from the chosen subset. The input to the signal mapping

block being an (n+1) vector, the channel signal set has a redundancy

factor of two (just as in the example system in the previous paragraph

where the binary channel set was enlarged to a 4-ary set). Of course

one is free to choose this signal set redundancy factor, but research

has shown that factors greater than 2 do not pay back in terms of error

probability compared to the required system's complexity (viz.

Ungerboeck [1]).

In the general TCM system, the input vector to the signal mapping

block is a systematic convolutional code. In our example system (coder

of figure 1.1 combined with 4-ary AM) we have one information bit coded

into two code bits and no information bits directly passed to the

signal mapping block. Thus our example system works with subset coding

only, each subset containing one channel signal. This corresponds to a

so-called fully partitioned signal set, as will be explained now.
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The main point of the set partitioning process is as follows. Start

with some signal set. Devide this set into two sets in such a way that

the minimum distance within both new sets has maximally increased. We

then have two subsets of the set started with, each having greater

minimum intra-set distance than the original set. Repeat the process by

deviding each of the subsets into two new subsets, again having greater

minimum intra-set distance than the sets they originate from. The

process must end when all the subsets contain only one channel signal.

However, as figure 1.11 suggests, one is free to stop the partitioning

process earlier, creating the need of selecting channel signals within

a certain subset by uncoded information bits. Normally one stops the

process when a minimum distance between channel sequences has been

reached, great enough to guarantee the desired system's error

probability. Note that partitioning the signal set so as to maximally

grow the intra set distance exclude weak label ings as considered in

( 1. 3) and (1. 4) .

As an example, consider the partitioning of the 8-PSK system,

compared with the 4-PSK system in figure 1.12.

We require the channel signals of both systems to have the same

power; so they are supposed to be on the unit circle. Then the 4-PSK

system has df =~, which is determined by the distance between theree
4-PSK signals since no sequence coding occurs. In the coded 8-PSK

system we find the distance between the nearest channel signals to be

2 sin(rr/8) ~ 0,76. (It is this difference in nearest neighbour distance

that accounts for the high 'raw' error rate in 8-PSK relative to

4-PSK). The nearest neighbour distances are depicted 60 in figure 1.12.

Then we partition the 8-PSK signal set once into two subsets, each

containing four signals so as to grow the minimum intra-subset distance

between those signals to 61 = ~. Further partitioning into four

subsets, each containing two channel signals leads to a minimum intra

subset distance 6
2

= 2.
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Figure 1.12. Set partitioning for a 8-PSK system. From [2].

With reference to figure 1.11 we can visualize the partitioned

8-PSK system as shown in figure 1.13.

When we continue to partition the four subsets yet another time,

then we arrive at a system having 8 subsets, containing one channel

signal each. So no signal selection has to take place within the

subsets and the system looks like in figure 1.14

Signal mapping block

2 3
Signal selection

2
1 Convolutional

Encoder Subset selection
1

S(t)

Figure 1.13 .Transmitter structure of a two times partitioned
8-PSK system.
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Signal mapping block

3
1 Convolutional 2

Encoder 1 Signal selection
S(t)

Figure 1.14. Transmitter structure for the fully partitioned 8-PSK
system.

Clearly the system in figure 1.14 corresponds to our example 4-ary

AM system of figure 1.8 A in that no signal selection within subsets

occurs.

We now have come to the important question of how to select the

trellis code's specifications. Apart from the fact that the number of

different codes to choose from is enormous, even for small codewords

and small code constraint lengths, this problem must be defered to

later sections because we want to choose the optimum code and trellis

labeling together with a certain Continous Phase Modulation. Therefore

the over-all Trellis-Coded-Continuous Phase Modulation system must be

considered. As a consequence, the data and trade-offs

Ungerboeck [3] can not be used for our choice of scheme.
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1.4 Summary

We conclude this chapter by giving the most important points that

were discussed with respect to Trellis-Coded Modulation.

- introduction of a trellis as a compact description of a convolutional

code.

introduction of channel sequences in a trellis, thus leading to

greater distances between these sequences than between the signals in

an uncoded scheme. Hence lower error probabilities are expected.

- we saw it unnecessary to consider a larger signal set redundancy

factor of 2. That is: if we want to transmit binary data we must use a

rate 1/2 convolutionally coded, 4-ary modulation scheme.

- for TCM systems the need for soft-decision MLSE decoding is required.

This leads us to a code design governed by the minimum Eucl idean

distance between any pair of channel signal sequences.

- the great influence of the mapping of code words onto channel signals

on system's performance was shown.

- finally we related the specific code belonging to the encoder of

figure 1. 1. to the theory of general TCM systems. In particular we

only use subset decoding; no signal selection will occur.
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2. CONTINUOUS PHASE MODULATION

In chapter 1 we saw the design of a Trellis code to be used to

communicate binary information by a 4-level modulation system.

Therefore a transmission scheme, capable of communicating four

different levels, must be developed. Aiming at designing an over-all

communications system, that has low power and bandwidth requirements,

one quickly arrives at Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM); also called

Correlative Phase Modulation.

CPM signals can be defined as channel signals of the following form:

set) = j~ Cos[2rrf t + </>(t,a)]
T 0

b

(2.1)

where E stands for the channel signal energy; T for the channel symbol
b

time (which is the same as the system's bit time) and f for the
o

carrier frequency. The information to be transmitted is contained by

the phase term in (2.1). The information carrying phase is defined as

</>(t,a) =

IX)

2rrh La i
1=-IX)

q(t -iT ).
b

(2.2)

Here the a. are the channel symbols to be transmitted. For the four
1

level system in consideration: a. E {-3, -1, 1, 3}. The function q(t)
1

in (2.2) is defined as follows

t
q(t) = JgeT) d(T)

-IX)

and is called the scheme's phase response; the function get) is called

the scheme's frequency function. The parameter h in (2.2) is the

modulat ion index, for it determines the total phase change for a

certain input symbol a., given the maximum value of q(t). As usual we
1

have normalized the function get) as

IX)JgeT) d(T) = 1/2.

-IX)
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Later in section 2.2 we wi 11 meet another important constraint on

get). namely its shape.

For various reasons, that will be explained in this chapter. in this

project we have chosen for a so-called 3RC (Raised Cosine) scheme. The

3RC scheme has a frequency function according to

1

__ [2
0
LTbget)

(1 - Cos [ 2LnT: ] ]

elsewhere.

o ~ t ~ 3T • L = 3
b

(2.3)

B.

°O;-----:::::;;O;--""7""-----::U"';--~2--"7"=--

-(T.~

0.4

0.1

0.35

0.15

0.05

O-',--~--~--~-~--........-:::::=-_

'Ill) 0.4S

From (2.3) it is seen that every input symbol cx. influences the
1

phase during three input symbol times, thus spreading out the

corresponding phase change in the channel signal and consequently

lowering the system's bandwidth requirements. The shape ofg(t) and the

(phase response) belonging to the 3RC schemeshape of its integral q(t)

are shown in figure 2.1.

O.3S

g(,)

0.3

0.2S

0.2

O.U

0.1

O.OS

0
0 O.S 1-'

nm.(T·ooc)

A.

Figure 2.1 A. frequency function and B. phase response for the
3RC system.

The frequency function being spread out over more than one symbol

time, we call the system a partial response system, which is opposite

to the class of full response systems, for which get) differs from zero

only within the interval [O,T]. One should note the deliberate

introduction of intersymbol interference (lSI) by L > 1 for purposes of
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represents

spectral shaping. Clearly this form of lSI is of no harm to the

decoding process, since it is caused in a deterministic manner.

The now following analysis of the 3RC system is mainly based on two

articles, one by Sundberg [4] and the other one by Aulin et al. [5].

For the 3RC system we have the following information carrying phase

n

<!>(t,a) = 2rrh L a. q(t - iT) + El
1 b n

n-2
(2.4)

n-3

where El = hrr L a.n 1

i = -00

Formula (2.4) describes the behaviour of the phase during the

interval nT ~ t ~ (n+l)T . As can be seen, El contains the total phase
b b n

change due to all inputs from the past up to time (n - 3)T . Hence El
b n

a certain kind of system memory (some kind of coding), by

which good transmission characteristics can be achieved.

When we represent the modulation index as h = 2k/p and require it to

be a rational number (h E ~), then there are, at most, S = p Mf states

needed to describe the 3RC channel signal (Sundberg [4]). Here M

denotes the input alphabet's size (4 in this case). A state is defined

as the vector (~,a 1,a 2)' where ~ stands for the phase and a 1,an- n- n- n-2
denote the two last inputs. This definition differs from the one given

by Sundberg [4], but simplifies matters. Obviously, if h is rational

the number of states is finite by S = p Mf, which is of importance when

implementations are considered.

At this point an example is given of a binary 3RC system with

h = 2/3. In figure 2.2 on the next page the system's phase tree is

given. The tree has been constructed starting in the state (0,1,1) at

t = 0, that is zero phase and the two latest inputs being equal to 1.

All branches have been numbered so they can be found back easily when

comparing the phase tree with its corresponding trellis.

Note 1: For simplicity, all transitions in the phase tree are
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Figure 2.2 Phase tree belonging to the binary 3RC system.
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depicted as straight lines. In reality, however, most of them have a

smooth cosine shape. See Sundberg [4], figure 1.c.

Note 2: For figures like trees and trellises, only those for binary

systems will be given since the figures belonging to 4-ary systems

would make any representation quite confusing due to the fact that 4

branches are leaving from each state.

Being in a certain state (~,a_1,a_2) we can compute the next one,

given the new input aO. For this combination of input symbols, the

phase change during the coming symbol time can be derived from (2.4) to

be

~~ = 2nh [ q(T ) aO + [q(2T ) - q(T )] a 1 + [q(3T ) - q(2T )] a_2 ]b b b - b b

(2.5)

So the next state's phase is computed as ~ := ~ + ~~. The new

a-vector, that denotes the new state's history, is then made as

a_2 : = a_ 1 and a_ 1 : = aO. Starting in any state (~o' a_ 1 , a_2 ) at the

reference time t = 0 and using this algorithm with (2.5), the programme

TREE (see appendix 1) constructs the phase tree as given in figure 2.2

for a specified system. That is: only the states (~,a_1,a_2) at t = nTb

are computed, not the phase shapes within these moments. In order to be

able to trace some path through the tree of figure 2.2 more easily the

next table with changes in phase is given. Given the vector

(aO,a_1,a_
2

) the corresponding ~~ is shown.

(a
O

,a_ 1,a_
2

) ~~ System: 3RC, h = 2/3.

-1 -1 -1 - 2n/3
-1 -1 1 - 0,41 n
-1 1 -1 0,15 n
-1 1 1 0,41 n

1 -1 -1 - 0,41 n
1 -1 1 - 0,15 n
1 1 -1 0,41 n
1 1 1 2n/3
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Figure 2.3a Trellis of Cos(ep) for the binary 3RC system with
modulation index h = 2/3.

Si.(~)

--_._---------
Figure 2.3b Trellis of Sin(ep) for the binary 3RC system with

modulation index h = 2/3.
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Looking at the phase tree we see the same problem corning up as was

the case with the tree-representation of convolutional codes: the tree

grows beyond I imi t when longer and longer input strings are to be

visualised. Fortunately the phase has a modulo 2n property, making most

of its transitions equal. As an example: transitions with number 1 and

15 in figure 2.2 are identical for h = 2/3.

To reduce the phase tree we take Cos (4J) to exploi t the modulo 2n

property. The resulting trellis is given in figure 2.3a on the

previous page. The trell is of sin(4J) is shown in figure 2.3b. The

numbering of both trellis' branches corresponds to the numbers in the

phase tree.

Note. Both trellis descriptions contain the same information as the

phase cylinders given by Sundberg [4); however a trellis is much easier

to understand.

From figure 2.3 we see the need of transmitting both cos(4J) and

sin(4J). If, for example, only cos(4J) were transmitted, then we could

not take a decision as to which data symbol was actually received when

we detected signal number 19 or 30 that have the same cosine form but

correspond to different data symbols. Together with the sine signal

however, both signals have a one-to-one correspondence to the data

symbols a .
1

At this point a remark on the maximum number of states S = P ~,

necessary to describe the CPM signal according to Sundberg [4], must be

made. If we consider a binary 3RC system with h = 2/3, the formula

predicts that we must use 3 • 4 = 12 states to describe the channel

signal. Indeed this is true for the mentioned system, as can be

verified by running the programme TREE. However, when a binary system

with h = 1/3 is input to the programme, it turns out that this system

must be described by 24 states instead of the 12 expected. This is

explained in the following way.

When the phase tree is computed, using the programme TREE, over 4T ,
b

12 different states are found for the binary system with h = 1/3 as
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predicted by the formula. We then expect these states to show up again

at t = 5T . This, however, is not true. The states, found t = 4T, are
b b

found again at t = 6T . Just like that, the states, which were found at
b

t = 5T, show up again at t = 1T. The phase tree is said to have a
b b

per iodici ty 2. Having a CPM scheme with such a phase tree we have a

doubling of the number of channel signals to be decoded. Thus from a

processing point of view one should not use such a scheme. So one must

be careful when using the formula S = p Mf. The formula is correct, but

only to describe the channel signal at one time step in the phase tree!

This result has not been found in the references studied for this work.

Clearly the first thing to find out about an unknown system, is its

periodicity. Afterwards one can start the analysis. The way the

programme TREE performs this task is explained in appendix 1 too. Note:

it turns out that in those cases that the numerator of h is equal to I,

we always have a periodicity 2 for the system's phase tree. Of course,

for example, h = 2/4 should be seen as h = 1/2.

Since in chapter 3 we will see that the modulation index h = 1/2 is

the best to apply for the 3RC system that includes Trellis Coding, we

prefer to choose h = 1/2 at this moment despite the higher load on the

decoder that results from it. In the uncoded form, this 4-ary,

h = 1/2, 3RC scheme is found to have 64 states (~, "_I' "_2) and 256

cos(~(t)) signals and 256 sin(~(t)) signals.

2.1 Euclidean distance in CPM systems

As was mentioned in chapter 1 of this report and by Sundberg [4] we

can decode the CPM scheme by using the MLSE process (VA). We therefore

must identify the free Euclidean distance, hence called free distance,

in CPM systems. The process is identical to the one follwed for TCM

systems. Start in any split in the CPM tree and follow the paths that

merge as soon as possible. Within the set of those paths, there will be

a subset having the smallest distance between two of them which is the

free distance of the particular CPM system. When computing distances,

most authors refer to phase trees (e. g. AuIin et al. [5], Sundberg
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[6]). But the reader must remember the modulo 2n property of the phase.

So paths, that are rather distant from each other in the phase tree,

can be close together or even be the same when viewed modulo 2n. So

actually it is better to say directly that the distance between

sequences in the CosC¢) and sinC~) trellis must be maximized. As an

alternative one can compute the distance between channel signals, since

they already exploit the modulo 2n property as shown by C2.1).

2.2 Upperbounds on the Euclidean distance.

Basically the computat ion of upperbounds on the Euclidean distance

d
2

is not difficult, because the total distance between any two
E

sequences a 1 and a
2

of length N can be computed sequentially (Aulin et

al. [5]). This means that, given the distance between the two paths up

to component n, the distance between them up to component n+l is

computed by adding the appropriate increment to the distance up to

component n.

This property is seen directly from the definition of the squared

Euclidean distance Ccomputed with channel signals):

NT 2
= I b[sCt,a ) - SCt,a )] dt

l,N 2,N

o

C2.6).

Where a and a are two CPM system input sequnces of length N.
l,N 2,N

SCt, a ) is the corresponding channel signal according to C2. 1). By
1, N

splitting the integral as

1 =1

IiTb [ ]2SCt,a ) - SCt,a) dt.
1,N 2,N

0-1)T
b

C2.7).

the sequential property is seen.

2Calculat ions of the bounds on dE for full response systems are

carried out rather easily in analytical form Cviz.Sundberg [6]). When

partial response systems are involved, however, these calculations

become impract ical. Fortunately, we can find the results, which have
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been computed numerically, in Aulin et al. [5].

As already mentioned, the merges determine the free distance of a

CPM system. It turns out that there are two different kind of merges

(viz. Sundberg [6]). First there are the so-called inevitable merges,

that occur independently of the value of the modulation index h.

Consequently one can not circumvent these merges and they indeed

determine the upper bound on the system's free distance.

Second there are the merges that depend on h. This means that

choosing a slightly different value of h for a system, the system's

performance might decrease considerably due to a dramatic fall in free

distance. These modulation indices are catastrofic: the free distance

for these values of h is considerably below the upper bound and does

not increase when longer decoder's observation intervals are used.

There are, however, also values of h that give a moderate performance

and they are called weak modulation indices. For weak modulation

indices, the actual free distance lies somewhat below the upperbound.

Increasing the decoder's observation interval results in a closer

approximation of the upperbound. The decoder's observation length can

be seen as the parameter N in (2.6): if the decoder "looks longer" at

the channel signals it is able to detect signals with higher distance

between them than if this observation period was shorter. Consequently

a better performance is expected for higher values of N. In figure 2.4

four upperbounds on the free di stance are gi ven for a 4-1 eve 1 3RC

system. Again the parameter N is the length of the decoder's

observation interval in T. As a reference point, the position of QPSK
b

is also given in figure 2.4. We see from this figure that a longer

decoder's observation interval enhances system's performance. On the

other side it leads to an increase in decoder's complexity.

From figure 2.4 one can see the strange behaviour for certain values

of h. For the decoder's observation interval of length 15 it is seen

that the upperbound is reached for all values of h up to 0,6. For

greater values of h, sometimes the system does not reach its

upperbound. The corresponding values of h are called weak modulation

indices h , e.g. h = 1. They are not called catastrofic because other
c
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,,

Figure 2.4 Upperbound on the free Euclidean distance as a function
of the modulation index h for a 4-ary 3RC scheme.
N: decoder's observation length. From [5].

values of free distance are obtained if the decoder's observation

interval is changed.

.J .5 ,.[

Figure 2.5. Upperbounds in a binary 3RC scheme. From [5].
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As an example of a catastrofic modulation index, figure 2.5 is given,

which shows the upperbound on the free Euclidean distance for a binary

3RC system. How can those weak and catastrofic modulat ion indices be

ident ified? We already said the upperbound to be dependent on the

so-called inevi table merges. Those do not depend on the modulat ion

index, instead they depend on the shape of the system's frequency

function get) and the number of levels M.

during which an input symbol 0:.
1

phase. For a 3RC system, L = 3. As an example, consider the two phase

In general, the first inevitable merge occurs a time (L + l)T after

the phase paths split. Here L denotes the number of symbol times T
b

inluences the informat ion carrying

paths starting from state (0,1,1) at t = a in figure 2.2. We consider

those paths that correspond to the input sequences 0, -1, -1, -1) and

(-1,1,-1,1) and that are labeled as (1,4,10,23) and (2,5,12,25)

respectively. We see their merge, denoted by M, occur at t = 3T, which

is 4 symbol intervals further in time after their split.

However CPM systems exist, that have merges occuring earl ier than

(L + 1)T after the split. When these merges occur at (L + 1 - 1,1) T
b b

after the split, the system is said to be weak of order 1,1, 1,1 ~ L. An

important constraint on the system's frequency function now is that it

does not integrate to zero, that is

J
LT

b
get) dt "* O.

a
(2.8)

If get) integrates to zero, the system is weak of order 1, Aulin et

al. [5]. From (2.2) it is seen that the scheme to be developed here

will not suffer from this weak feature.

To conclude this section about the distance properties in CPM

systems we give figure 2.6, where the upperbounds that can be reached

for various binary RC systems are shown. The corresponding figures for

M-ary systems have more or less the same shape, but I ie a factor

210g(M) higher in the plot, thus reflecting the greater free distance
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that can be achieved when the number of levels M is increased, (Aulin

and Sundberg [6]).

4dB 5

3dB 4

N 2dB
~m 3

OdB 2

-3dB 1

0.5
h

1.0 1.5

Figure 2.6 Comparison between the upperbounds on the free distance
in binary RC systems when the parameter L is varied.
From [4].

Figure 2.6 shows that increasing the parameter L (number of symbol

times during which the influence of a specific input symbol on the

information carrying phase is present), greater free distances can be

obtained. The figure does not show, however, that system's complexity

grows in the same direction. In this work this trade-off has been won

by the 4-ary 3RC system. The choice for a 4-ary scheme was not traded

off since we simply need a 4-ary scheme to transmit the convolutional

encoder's output pairs (X ,X ), see figure 1.1. Further basis for the
1 2

3RC choice is given in the next section on the spectral properties of

CPM systems.
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2.3 Spectral properties of CPM signals

The analytical calculation of power spectra of CPM signals is

difficult. Dealing with a phase modulated signal, we expect the spectra

to be described by an infinite sum of Bessel functions. Indeed the

spectra of some full response systems can be found in closed form

rather easily, but those systems are very simple.

For systems that have practical importance many more calculations

are required. The basic aspects of calculating a CPM system's spectrum

are reviewed by Aulin and Sundberg [7]. They follow the standard way of

finding a spectrum: consider the signal of (2.1) including a randomly

varying phase ¢ , uniformly distributed on [0,2n]:
o

!2E"'s(t,a) = v-;;;::""--T- Cos(2nf t + ~(t,a) + ¢)
o 0

(2.9)

Then they consider a sequence of N input symbols a and calculate
1

the corresponding Fourier transform S (f,a) of (2.9). The power
N

spectral density is, by definition,

(2. 10)

where the expectation ia carried out over ¢ and the input sequence
o

a. The formulas they arri ve at are complex and can not be eval uated
1

easily. So in this section we will present some results from [7], that

form the basis for our choice of CPM scheme.

As mentioned, the spectra of CPM signals contain all frequencies

from zero up to infinity. Though the strength of the frequency

components decreases rapidly going away from the central frequency, it

causes some problem when bandwidth of CPM signals is to be defined.

Instead of saying that bandwidth is infinite, one defines it as that

frequency deviation from the carrier frequency, in which 99% of the

total signal's energy is located (that is the energy the signal has if
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it is not bandlimited). See also formula (2.12).

The first important parameter concerning the reduction of bandwidth

is the number of continuous derivatives of the system's phase response

q(t). If q(t) has n continuous derivatives, it can be shown that the
-(2n+4)

spectrum of the CPM system falls off like If 1 for large values

of \fl, (Aulin and Sundberg, [7]). The 3RC system's phase response is

q(t) = ! [ t - ~ Sin( 2nt) ]
6 2n 3

(2.11)

in which T of (2.3) has been normalized to 1.
b

It is easily verified that (2.11) has two continuous derivatives so

a spectrum roll off behaviour like Ifl-8 is expected for all LRC

systems.

In all plots to be presented, the frequency is normal ized with

respect to the bit rate T and given as the deviation from the carrier
b

frequency. So systems, using different M, can be compared directly in

terms of their bit rates.

We now present some results from Aulin and Sundberg [7], that give a

basis for the choice of a specific 3RC system. Remember that a system

capable of transmi tting 4 levels was required due to the rate 1/2

convol ut ional encoder. So this excludes the number of levels M to be

traded-off against other parameters. This trade-off is between the

value of M and and the shape of the spectrum. Increasing M results in

smoother spectra, with wider side lobes however. One must remember also

that system's complexity increases with increasing M.

Figure 2.7 shows the difference between the spectra of QPSK, MSK and

4-ary 3RC. One quickly notes the far better spectral properties of the

4-ary 3RC system. It must be said that all the three systems have more

or less the same detection efficiency in the presence of Additive White

Gaussian Noise (AWGN) so the 3RC system is quite good as far as spectra

are considered. Remember, however, the greater system's complexity for

the 3RC system (notably its decoder) relative to the other two systems.
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Figure 2.7 Comparison between power spectra of QPSK, MSK and 4-ary
3RC with modulation index h = 0,3. From [7].

Figure 2.8 shows the increase in spectrum's smoothness as the

parameter L in (2.3) is increased, that is phase changes due to a

specific input a are spread out over 1,2 and 3 symbol times in lRC,
1

2RC and 3RC systems respectively.

Note the same falloff factor for the three RC systems for high

deviations from the carrier frequency, as expected from (2.11). The

trend is clear: increasing L leads to very smooth spectra, but also

resul ts in more complex systems, since more and more channel outputs

must be observed by the receiver when inputs are smeared out over more

symbol times.
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Figure 2.8 Comparison between 4-ary spectra of 1RC, 2RC and 3RC.
h = 1/2. From [7].

The final figure on the spectra of CPM systems is figure 2.9. It

shows the dependence of 4-ary 3RC spectra on the value of h. Increasing

h results in wider spectra (but also in greater free distance as we

already saw). h values near integers are seen to cause less smooth

spectra. From this point of view the h value 4/5, for the moment chosen

in section 2.3, is not good, although it has good free distance

properties (see figure 2.4). So at this point it is decided to take

into consideration only values of h that are considerably less than 1 ;

h = 1/2 is seen to be quite attractive.
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Figure 2.9 Comparison between power spectra of 4-ary 3RC with
h = 0.3 and h = 0.5. From [7].

2.4 Detection efficiency in CPM

One can not choose a specific modulation scheme based upon the

criteria given thusfar. We must consider its detection efficiency as

well. The detect ion efficiency is defined as the criterion formed by

the combination of bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio. Of course we

want both to be as small as possible simultaneously.

In the plot to be presented we find two definitions of bandwidth: 20

dB and 40 dB bandwidth, in which lies 99% and 99,99% percent of the

system's average power. These bandwidths have been computed by the use

of the definitions of fractional out-of-band power as defined by (2.12)

and are the solutions of BT
b

for which P equals 10-2 and 10-4
ob

respectively. The 20 dB bandwidth is used to show roughly the system's

spectral main lobe; the 40 dB bandwidth indicates how far the side lobes
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00

J S( f) df

BT
P b (2. 12)=

ob rS(f) df

0

extent. A second remark on figure 2.10 is its vertical axis' dimension

being cycles/bit instead of the more usual dimension bits/cycle when we

talk about modulation. It causes the optimum system to be lying towards

the under left corner of figure 2.10, as indicated by the capacity

reference. In the figure we see different optimum trajectories for

different values of h.

....
10

. ~

10 12 14 t6

"~-

18

Figure 2.10 Power-bandwidth plot for 4-ary lD, 2RC and 3RC systems.
From [10].

From figure 2.10 we see that, according to a certain channel SNR, a

specific value of h turns out to be optimum. In general high SNR

require low modulation indices, resulting in a narrow bandwidth.

Reversely, one notes that bandwidth increases rapidly for modulation

indices h ~ 3/4.

Because of reasons to be presented in chapter 3 we have chosen

h = 1/2 for the 4-ary 3RC scheme. We then know the optimal SNR to be in

the interval [2,4] dB from figure 2.10.
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2. 5 Summary.

We now summarize the criteria that have led to the choice of the

modulation scheme to be developed: 4-ary 3RC h = 1/2. For the choice of

the 4-ary system, see chapter 1.

- 3RC : Good bandwidth properties and not leading towards too complex

decoders since the number channel signals to be decoded is

managable. The last argument prevents L being greater than 3 if

the VA has to be implemented in software on the TMS32010 DSP.

Good distance properties (hence low error probability) compared

to required system's complexity.

- h = 1/2. Although we saw that the value h = 1/2 for the 4-ary 3RC

scheme's modulation index leads to quite good spectral

properties, the basic reason for this choice will become

clear in chapter 3. That is, this value of h has been

found optimum in a scheme that combines 4-ary 3RC with

convolutional coding of data bits.
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3. The over-all Trellis-coded CPM scheme.

After the explanation of Trellis-Coded Modulation (TCM) and

Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM) in chapters 1 and 2, we now address

the problem of finding a good scheme that combines trellis coding with

CPM. The total number of schemes to be taken into consideration being

enormous, one must rely on calculations and/or simulations done by

others previously.

First we consider the choice of the over-all scheme and the

parameters by which this choice is influenced. Then we will discuss its

implementation.

3.1 Choice of the over-all Trellis coded CPM scheme.

The parameters that are involved in the search towards a good scheme

are now quoted from Pizzi and Wilson [9].

- bound parameter R. When we consider a constant val ue of R, we noteo 0

that this value can be reached by increasing hand simul taneously

decreasing the SNR on the channel. Then bandwidth will increase

however.

- From figure 2.11 we note that 4-ary schemes are rather close to

capacity, so they are worth starting the search with.

- There exist numerous schemes to choose from. When we consider a

4-ary scheme and a convolutional encoder with constraint length K = 3,

then already there are 65 536 different code/mapping combinations.

Added to this number is the (infinite) number of different CPM schemes.

- Optimum codes and small values of h usually result in trellises that

are balanced. That is the difference increase is the same for all

spli ts. The same holds for all merges except that the value of the

distance increase may be different to that of the splits.

- All trellis labels (channel symbols) must be used equiprobably by a

good code.
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- Mapping of codewords onto channel symbols. We have already seen in

chapter 1 that changing the labeling can have great impact on the CPM's

free distance.

In [9] Pizzi and Wilson apply some heuristic rules to bring down

the enormous number of schemes to be considered. They show that for a

4-ary 3RC scheme, the schemes in table 3.1, with encoders having K = 3,

are optimum. All the three schemes use the natural binary mapping to

convert the convolutional encoder's outputs into 4-ary channel signals.

We only quote their results from h = 1/3 on, since for lower values of

h one better takes K = 2.

Table 3. l. Parameters for optimum 4-ary Trellis-Coded 3RC schemes.
From [9];

h G (dB) gl g2 Nd Dec. delayc

1/3 2,5 5 2 6 12

3/8 3,4 4 1 6 14

1/2 3,5 4 1 6 9

In this table the coding gain Gc is ralative to QPSK. gl and g2 are

the code generators in decimal form. The parameter Nd is the minimum

value of the decoder's observation length, needed to detect each symbol

correctly; that is unmerged paths have distances exceeding the scheme's

d if the decoder's observation length N ~ Nd .
min

Also given is the decoding delay: the number of symbol intervals

during which the decoder waits before making the decision about a

certain output symbol (see further the chapter on the decoder). It's

the decoder's decoding delay that, together with the number of signals

to be decoded, determines for a large part the decoder's complexi ty.

Looking at table 3.1 we see a strong preference for h = 1/2 : no high

bandwidth requirements, quite good distance properties as was pointed

out in chapter 2; no long decoding delay relative to the coding gain

and decoding delay of other schemes given in table 3.1. It should be

noted that by increasing the encoder's constraint length it is

possible to reach greater coding gains for the over all scheme,
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compared to QPSK. However, the price is an increase in the decoder's

complexity (notably its decoding delay).

Therefore we have chosen h to be 1/2 together with the natural

binary mapping of codewords onto channel symbols for the 4-ary 3RC

scheme to be designed in the sequel.

3.2 Quadrature CPM modulator

After the explanation of CPM channel signals in the previous

chapter, we now study their generation. Looking at (2.1) we can think

of a modulator structure as given in figure 3.1

A
n " ,I MOD~TORI

Cos(2nf t)
o

s(t,a)

Figure 3.1 Straight forward implementation of a CPM modulator.

The system in figure 3.1 is called a straight-forward realisation,

based directly on (2.1). Its operation, however, is not easy due to the

required exact relationship between the modulation index h and the

symbol rate. This firm relation is shown by figure 2.11; it can only be

maintained by adding an amount of control circuitry to the system.

Therefore one usually implements a so-called quadrature modulator. The

basis of this kind of modulator is seen by rewriting (2.1) as:

s ( t , a) = / ~~ , Cos [ 2nf0 t + ~ ( t , a) ] =

(3. 1)

in which I(t) = Cos [ ~(t,a) ]

Q(t) = Sin[ ~(t,a) ].
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The values of I(t) and Q(t) are not computed by the modulator, but

they are fetched from Read Only Memories (ROM's) depending on the input

symbols. The general structure of a quadrature CPM modulator can be

found in Sundberg [4]. In more detail and including the convolutional

encoder, the structure of the quadrature 3RC modulator is as depicted

in figure 3.2.

Not shown in figure 3.2 are the stages where normally cos(~) and

sin(~) are multiplied by Cos(2nf t) and Sin(2nf t) respectively and
o 0

subtracted afterwards to make the appropriate channel signal. In this

work, however, we wi 11 deal with a baseband system only, that works

with cos[~(t,a)] and sin[~(t,a)] as channel signals. In this way we

circumvent the timing problems that may arise from wrongly demodulating

the carrier.

4s
13

An

cos [~( t , a) ] sin[~(t,a)]
CONVOlUfI ONAl
ENCODER ~ ClK ~r -rs

Xl X2
l P F l P F I
1 IaO aO

f-- SET D A C D A C
a_

1
- r- a_

1
I I I Ia_

2
a_

2
8 8

COS(~) SIN(~)

ROM ROM
ClK ClK I I 15 I

Is

1
s SET

6 1

~ I
D - FF PHASE MODULO

ROM -
4

7 2
TSET

I I
COUNTER

ClI

~

SET

Figure 3.2 Structure of the baseband part of a quadrature CPM
modulator together with a rate 1/2 convolutional encoder.
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The operation of the system in figure 3.2 is as follows. Binary data

A is input to the convolutional encoder. The output codewords (X ,X )
n 1 2

are used to address the corresponding memory locations and thus to

(X ,X) is input to a three stage shift
1 2

(0: ,0: ,0: ) thus generating six address bits.
o -1 -2

address bi ts from the PHASE ROM, they form 13seven

denoted as

Together wi th

generate the appropriate channel signal belonging to this input A and
n

its history (0: ,0: ). To include the spreading of the phase change
-1 -2

over three symbol intervals,

register,

address bits. These 13 address bits form the base-address for each

transition's signal samples. The total address for the cosine and sine

samples is obtained by adding two more bits to those 13 by a modulo-4

counter. This implicates that each transition of the cos(~) and sin(~)

is sampled four times. These two bits form the least significant part

of the total address for the Cos(~) and sin(~) ROMs; the 7 bits from

the PHASE ROM form the most significant part of the address vector. The

six address bits from the shift register are weighted in the same order

as they are shown in table 3.2. That is the bits shown in the column of

0: are weighted as 27 and 26 in the total address vector.
-1

The contents of the three ROMs in figure 3.2 is computed by the

programme SAMPLE (see appendix 2), that must be given input data from

the programme TREE. Using the scheme's states (~,O:_l,O:_2) at t = nTb as

computed by the programme TREE, the programme SAMPLE constructs the

signals that leave these states and go to the states at t = (n+1)T .
b

These signals are computed as 4 cos(~(t)) and 4 sin(~(t)) samples at

Addresses and data are

t = m 0.25 T (m = 1,2,3,4) since the start of this signal transition
b

Meanwhile, the memory addresses for the cosine and sineat t = nT .
b

samples as well as the phases are computed.

stored on disk to be used with an EPROM programming device.

Note 1. When computing the contents of the three ROMs the programme

SAMPLE uses the natural binary mapping. This means that if another kind

of mapping is to be used, one must change the programme. This can be

done rather easily. Further details are given in appendix 2.
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Note 2. The contents of the three ROM's is stored on floppy disk by

the programme SAMPLE according to the so-called Intellec Hex Format

used by many EPROM programmers. In appendix 3 this format is described.

Also in this appendix the format for the PHASE ROM belonging to the

binary system to be described is given as an example.

To show the details of the quadrature modulator we now explain how a

state-state transition in the CPM scheme is converted into a channel

signal. Therefore we consider the binary 3RC scheme with h = 2/3, see

figures 2.2 and 2.3. Table 3.2 shows all possible state-state

transi tions occuring in this scheme. Table 3.2 can be obtained by

running the programme SAMPLE.

Here a and a are the two latest input symbols (the current
-1 -2

state's history) and a is the new input.
o

In table 3.2 we have made the transformation -1 > 0 for the input

symbols a to be able to derive memory address bits from them. Further,
1

they have been doubled to simply include 4-ary inputs as well. So

a = -1 is shown as 0 0 and a = 1 as 1 1.

All different values of ~ modulo 2rr that occur in the scheme's phase

tree have been given a number 0 ... 8. The binary equivalent of this

number is stored in the PHASE ROM in figure 3.2 and is used to generate

memory addresses together wi th the a ,a and a. So the width of the
-1 -2 0

PHASE ROM's output vector is determined by the total number of

different phases needed to describe the CPM scheme. Later on we will

see the need for the actual width of 7 bits. For this binary example

system we could have used only 4 bits from the PHASE ROM.

Note: In giving phase values in table 3.2, the factor rr is not

included. So ~ = 0.667 must be read as ~ = 0.667 • rr.

Suppose we start in state (~,a ,a ) = (0.667,-1,-1) in figure 2.2
-1 -2

with h = 1/2. This state is found at the very end of table 3.2. Then

take a to be 0, that is 0 0 in table 3.2. We see the new value of ~
o

(at the end of the transition) to be 0 radians. This has been assigned
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number 6 . At the right side of table 3.2 the history (0:. ,0:. ) of the
10 -1 -2

state just reached is given. We find this new history vector as

0:. .- 0:.
-1 0

Thus the new state is (0 0 0 0 1 1 0 00 00)

Table 3.2 State-state transitions of the binary 3RC scheme.

Old~

Old

Phase Nr. 0:. 0:. 0:.
-1 -2 0

New ~

New

Phase Nr. 0:. 0:.
-1 -2

0.667 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.667 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.406 0 0 0 000 1
0.406 0 0 0 000 1

1.594 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1.594 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1.333
1 1 1 1 0 0 1.073

o 0 1 1 1 1 0.261
o 0 1 1 0 0 0.000

1 1 0 0 1 1 0.000
1 1 0 0 0 0 1.739

0000011
000 0 1 0 0

o 0 0 0 101
o 0 001 1 0

0000110
0000111

1 1 1 1
o 0 1 1

1 1 0 0
o 0 0 0

1 1 1 1
o 0 1 1

1.333 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1.333 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1.333 0 0 000 1 1
1.333 0 0 000 1 1

o 0 0 0 1 1
o 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 0

0.927
0.667
0.000
1.739

000 1 000
000 000 0
0000110
0000111

1 1 0 0
o 0 0 0
1 1 1 1
o 0 1 1

1.073 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1.073 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0.261 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0.261 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

o 0 1 1 1 1 0.927
o 0 1 1 0 0 0.667

1 1 0 0 1 1 0.667
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.406

000 1 000
0000000

o 0 0 0 0 0 0
0000001

1 1 0 0
o 0 0 0

1 1 1 1
o 0 1 1

0.000 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0.000 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0.000 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0.000 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

o 0 0 0 1 1
o 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 0

1.594
1.333
0.667
0.406

o 0 000 1 0
0000011
0000000
o 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 1 0 0
o 0 0 0
1 1 1 1
o 0 1 1

1.739 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1.739 000 0 1 1 1

0.927 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0.927 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0.667 000 0 000
0.667 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

o 0 1 1 1 1 1.594
o 0 1 1 0 0 1.333

1 1 0 0 1 1 1.333
1 1 0 0 0 0 1.073

o 0 0 0 1 1 0.261
o 0 0 0 0 0 0.000

0000010
o 0 000 1 1

0000011
o 0 0 0 100

0000101
0000110

1 1 0 0
o 0 0 0

1 1 1 1
o 0 1 1

1 1 0 0
o 0 0 0

Then, in the left part of table 3.2, we look for the state we just

reached and it is found in rows 15 and 16. Together with the new input
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a. we can make the next transition. For example if a. = -1, that iso 0

(X ,X ) = (0,0) in figure 3.2 the transition in row 16 is selected. The
1 2

new state is found in the right part of table 3.2 and the system is

ready to accept the next input. Etc, etc.

From this discussion it follows that the start-address of the four

samples belonging to any transition must be the 13 bit vector made up

of the six bits from the shift register together with the seven bits

from the liD - FF" block in figure 3.2. This delay block liD - FF" is

necessary because the phase number belonging to the new state can not

be passed from the PHASE ROM into the address vector, until the four

samples belonging to the current transition have all been output. That

is we need a device that delays the PHASE ROM's output by one bittime

T, measured from the latest input symbol. This task is symbolized by
b

the block liD - FF" in figure 3.2.

To be sure the system of figure 3.2 will start in a defined state

when switched on, there must be some way to initialize it. Therefore

set-signals are added to the circuit. We see these set-signals to have

influence on the shift register, the D - FF block and the modulo-4

counter, thus enabl ing the address vector to be made equal to the

all-zero vector. We can see the possibility of initializing the system

by forcing all address bits to zero by nature of the phase numbering

process in table 3.2. This numbering process beginning at zero, we see

that the all-zero address appears in every system designed in this way.

There is, however, for a coded scheme one restriction for this

statement to be true. That is the coder/mapping combination must be

such that the sequence (a. ,a. ,a. ) equal to (-3,-3,-3) can occur. This
o -1 -2

corresponds to six zero bits from the shift register in figure 3.2 if

the natural binary mapping is used. We wi 11 discuss the coded 3RC

system in more detail in the next section.

As follows from the fact that there are 2 bits to read the samples

belonging to any transition, the programme SAMPLE computes, for each

transition, 4 cos(t) and 4 sin(t) samples. All samples have been

quantized with 8 bit accuracy. To read the 4 samples within a

transition interval we need a clock that has a frequency which equals
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four times that of the binary A input data stream. This is denoted in
n

figure 3.2 by CLK4s ' CLKs is a clock that equals the input-data bit

frequency.

For further details on this CPM modulator, see the training report

by C.P.M. Ridderbeks [10].

3.3 The coded CPM scheme

The binary scheme described in the previous section is an uncoded

one. That is every possible vector (a, a ,a ) is found in table 3.2.
o -1 -2

(Remember that the alfa's have been doubled for the binary scheme. So

in fact the a-vector in table 3.2 is three (binary) symbols long,

giving 8 possible vectors). If the binary input A to the system of
n

figure 3.2 is coded, however, not every a-vector will occur. We can

identify the a-vectors that remain when the coding is performed by

looking at the code tree as the one in figure 1.2 belonging to the

specific encoder.

We now turn to the encoder as proposed by Pizzi and Wilson in [9]

and given in the third row of table 3.1. This encoder looks as given in

figure 3.3.

A
n

Figure 3.3. Good convolutional encoder in combination with 4-ary,
3RC, h = 1/2 modulation scheme. From [9].

Designing the coded 3RC scheme, all possible length-3 sequences of

encoder outputs (X ,X ) must be identified. To do so we can use figure
1 2

1.2 since the contents of the shift register in figure 1.2 are the same

as the contents of the shift register in figure 3.3 for a certain

branch in the code word tree. We can note the pairs (X ,X ) belonging
1 2

to the encoder of figure 3.3 as the first and the last element of the
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binary 3-vectors that are displayed in figure 1.2.

From figure 1. 2 we fi nd 32 length-3 code symbol sequences for the

encoder of figure 3.3 'Ibis means that only 50% of the 64 possible

sequences, corresponding to the six bit vector that results from the

concatenation of three coder output pairs (X, X ), are used. These
1 2

numbers, of course, correspond to a rate 1/2 encoder. It is from this

redundancy that coding originates.

Table 3.3. Coded sequences (X ,X ) and corresponding a-vectors
1 2

when natural binary mapping is applied.

(X,X)2 (X,X)l (X,X)O
12- 12- 12

0,0 0,0 0,0
0,0 0,0 1,0
0,0 1,0 0,0
0,0 1,0 1,0

1,0 0,0 0,1
1,0 0,0 1,1
1,0 1,0 0,1
1,0 1,0 1,1

0,0 0,1 0,0
0,0 0,1 1,0
0,0 1,1 0,0
0,0 1,1 1,0

1,0 0,1 0,1
1,0 0,1 1,1
1,0 1,1 0,1
1,0 1,1 1,1

0,1 0,0 0,0
0,1 0,0 1,0
0,1 1,0 0,0
0,1 1,0 1,0

1,1 0,0 0,1
1,1 0,0 1,1
1,1 1,0 0,1
1,1 1,0 1,1

0,1 0,1 0,0
0,1 0,1 1,0
0,1 1,1 0,0
0,1 1,1 1,0

1,1 0,1 0,1
1,1 0,1 1,1
1,1 1,1 0,1
1,1 1,1 1,1
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a a
-2 -1

-3 -3
-3 -3
-3 1
-3 1

1 -3
1 -3
1 1
1 1

-3 -1
-3 -1
-3 3
-3 3

1 -1
1 -1
1 3
1 3

-1 -3
-1 -3
-1 1
-1 1

3 -3
3 -3
3 1
3 1

-1 -1
-1 . -1
-1 3
-1 3

3 -1
3 -1
3 3
3 3

ao

-3
1

-3
1

-1
3

-1
3

-3
1

-3
1

-1
3

-1
3

-3
1

-3
1

-1
3

-1
3

-3
1

-3
1

-1
3

-1
3



The (X, X) sequences belonging to the encoder of figure 3.3. and
1 2

their corresponding a-vectors are given below in table 3.3. Natural

binary mapping of code words onto channel symbols is used.

When constructing the phase tree of the coded 4-ary 3RC scheme the

programme TREE only takes into consideration those branches that

correspond to one of the a-vectors given in table 3.3. The same holds

for the programme SAMPLE when cos(~) and sin(~) samples are computed.

This means that if another coder is to be used, the allowed sequences

by this encoder must be applied to the two programmes in order to

obtain the corresponding correct channel signals.

Since the encoder of figure 3.3 reduces the number of possible

signals by 50%, the coded 4-ary, h = 1/2 3RC scheme only contains 128

cos(~(t)) and 128 sin(~(t)) signals, instead of the 256 cosine and 256

sine signals in the uncoded version. Obviously, the simple exclusion of

50% of a scheme's channel signals also means a 50% lower burden on the

MLSE decoder, hence a doubled bit rate, relative to the uncoded scheme,

will be possible

3.4 Sampling CPM signals.

We conclude this chapter with the explanation of the choice of four

cos(~) and sin(~) samples during each transition interval

[nT, (n+1)T l. Also their quantization with 8 bits is justified.
b b

By the sampl ing theorem the number of samples during one symbo I

interval is governed by the highest frequency encountered in any

transition. In chapter 2 we saw the bandwidth of any (baseband) 3RC

signal set to be infinite, so an infinite number of samples would be

required. Excluding, however, the high frequency components, that are

very weak, we can solve the problem at the expense of having a slight

signal distorsion. Thus we consider as bandwidth that frequency range

in which 99% of the signal's total energy is found. This range can be
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found using the software package ' MATLAB'. To do so we consider a

repeated input sequence a to the 3RC scheme. From the corresponding

channel signal the power spectrum is computed. Then by trial and error

we have located that frequency up to which 99% of the signal's energy

is present.

The repeated a-sequence is formed by inputting a bit sequence to the

convolutional encoder. Let this sequence be

o 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 O.

If the initial state (5,5 ) of the encoder in figure 3.3 is (0,0)
1 2

then we obtain the following output sequence (X ,X )
1 2

00 10 00 11 00 11 10 01 01 10 00 01

Applying the natural binary map as proposed by Pizzi and Wilson [9)

for the 3RC scheme combined with convolutional encoding, we obtain the

next a-vector

a = { -3, 1,-3, 3,-3, 3, 1,-1, -1, 1 , -3, -1 }

Four of this a-vectors are concatenated and input to the 4-ary 3RC,

h = 1/2 scheme. Note that any length-3 vector of succeeding symbols

from the a-vector above is in accordance with the set of sequences

given in table 3.3. Especially this is true at the points where these

sequences are concatenated to obtain a periodic signal. The resulting

signal cos(~) is given in figure 3.4. We know sin(~) to have more or

less the same spectral properties, so we will only consider cos(~)

here.

Along the x-axis we see the time measured in T
b

from (2.3)

corresponding to the construction of figure 3.4, which was based on 48

input symbols a as was just mentioned. For each input symbol 20
I

samples have been computed.
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Figure 3.4 Cos(~(t)) channel signal as a result of a repeated input
vector 0:.

The power spectrum of this signal is shown in figure 3.5, where on

the y-axis is a log scale. From this spectrum, in MATLAB, we can

compute the 99% power bandwidth to be 1100 Hz if the binary input data

rate is f b = 1200 Hz. Then we are sampling the 'highest' frequency

1100 Hz wi th f = 4800 samples per second, so no problems due to
s

sub-sampling are expected. The highest frequency this sampling rate can

cope with (2400 Hz) is found to be the signal's 99,8% power bandwidth.
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Figure 3.5 Power spectrum of the signal shown in figure 3.3.

Studying the system of figure 3.2 we see that the parameters "input

data rate f b" and the "sampling rate f s " are coupled to each other.

That is: for instance doubling f b also doubles f s so we will never

encounter problems due to sub-sampl ing, no matter what bi t rate we

choose to work with, since the form of the channel signals is

independent of the symbol speed. If binary data An are input at f b Hz.,

the 4-ary, 3RC, h = 1/2 signal's 99% power bandwidth is located at

roughly 0.9 • f b Hz. and this signal is sampled at f s = 4 • f b Hz. The

'sampl ing margin' being more than f b Hz. compared to the highest

frequency this sampling rate can cope with, we do not expect problems

due to sub-sampling for any signal in the (coded) 4-ary, 3RC, h = 1/2

scheme. The only things that must be changed if another data rate is to

be supplied are the frequency of the clocks CLK4 and ClK and thes s
filter coefficients of the low Pass Filter (lPF) in figure 3.2.
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Quantizing each cosine and sine sample with 8 bit accuracy results

in a good reconstruction of the signal in the modulator. So no finer

quantization is needed. Finer quantization would require a second ROM

for both cosine and sine signals since ROMs are only 8 bits wide.

We now pay some attention to the ROM sizes. Having h = 1/2 for the

uncoded 4-ary 3RC scheme we have the total number of states equal to 64

according to 5 = p Mf and a periodicity 2 for the scheme's phase tree.

From each of those states 4 branches are leaving. Futher more, each

branch is represented by 4 samples, so the total number of samples that

must be contained by both Cos(~) and sin(~) ROM is 2-2-16-4-4 = 1024.

So we could use two 1k - 8bi t ROMs. Instead we chose two 32k - 8bi t

ROMs. Why? There are two reasons for this choice.

1. It is believed to be instructive to compare the 4-ary 3RC scheme

wi th h = 1/2 with the same kind of system having other values of h.

Notably higher values of the modulation index' denominator p, that will

increase the required number of states, hence the number of samples.

Because in the Ii terature data is presented on systems havi ng the

denominator of h equal to 5. this value is assumed to be its maximum

here for such a comparison between systems. For h = 1/5 the periodicity

of the system's phase tree turns out to be 2. Hence the number of

Cos(~) samples to describe the uncoded 4-ary 3RC system h = 1/5 with

is: 2-5-16-4-4 = 2560. (Note that h = 1/5 leads to 92 different phase

values, hence the earlier mentioned need for the 7 bits vector from the

PHASE ROM to describe those phases). Now one would expect a 4k - 8bit

ROM to be sufficient. Then the second reason for the 32k - 8bi t ROMs

comes in.

2. Looking at figure 3.2 we note that the address bits for the three

ROM's are generated easily: directly from the input bits A , the PHASE
n

ROM's output and the modulo-4 counter. Taking the 13 bit base address

into consideration, we see that only 640 possibi! i ties of the total

2 13 = 8k are used in a 4-ary 3RC system having h = 1/5 when no coding

is performed. To pull up this low efficiency of ROM use, one must

construct a 640 out of 8k decoder, bringing down the 13 bit base
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address vector to a 10 bit vector: obviously a hard piece of work.

Then together with the 2 bits from the modulo-4 counter we could use

4k • 8bit ROMS. Second, it would require another decoder if we want to

study another system, since the combination of phase numbers and bits

from the shift register will be different for other systems. Third, the

prices of EPROMs do not increase as fast as their memory sizes do. So

choosing to build an uniform system at the expense of rather big memory

sizes for the ROMs is felt justified.

3. 5 Summary.

A good over-all system that combines TCM with CPM has been designed,

based on the data found in the references. The principles of the

quatrature CPM modulator are explained in detail since no descriptions

as such have been found in the literature. An important feature is the

fact that if one can prove that the number of samples wi thin each

transition is sufficient for a certain signaling speed, this number is

correct for any signal ing speed as long as system parameters are not

changed (that is h must remain the same as well as the specific coding

and mapping).

We saw that the rate=1/2 convolutional coding of data bits reduces

by 50% the number of signal transitions in the4-ary, 3RC, h = 1/2

scheme's trellis. This coding leads to a lower Pb since the Euclidean

distance between channel sequences has increased. Higher bit rates will

be possible as well due to the smaller number of trellis transitions to

be decoded.

The total scheme can be computed by running the programme SAMPLE

(which is given in appendix 2) after a run for this system has been

made with the programme TREE.
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4 The Viterbi decoder.

In this chapter we address the problem of finding the data bit

sequence belonging to the coded modulator sequence, which was

transmi t ted by the system of figure 3.2. For thi s task we appl y the

Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE) process as suggested by

Sundberg [4J. This process has been implemented by the Viterbi

Algorithm (VA). To gain insight into the VA, the reader is advised to

read two references. The first one is by Viterbi [11] and it discusses

the basic aspects of the algorithm. It also contains a performance

analysis based on the generating function belonging to the specific

code. The second paper is by Forney Jr. [12] and lists several typical

applications of the VA as well as some useful hints when

implementations are concerned. To develop the basic aspects of the VA,

we will quote some results from these two papers. The main part of this

chapter, however, is devoted to the actual software implementation of

the VA on a TMS32010 micro processor from Texas Instruments.

Documentation on this processor, its assembly language and its analog

interface board can be found in [13], [14], [15] and [16].

4.1 Development of the Viterbi Algorithm.

To give insight into the environment in which the VA has been

implemented, we give figure 4.1, where a block diagram is depicted of

the communications system under consideration.

AWGN

~Iconv. I
coder

Xl
cos( ~(t) )

4-ary: ~3RC
X

2
modu-

sin(~(t))
lator

MLSE
process
(VA)

B
n

AWGN

Figure 4.1 Overview of the communication system in which the VA is
appl ied.

In figure 4.1 we see the convolutional encoder of figure 3.3
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combined with the 3RC modulator as described in section 3.2. Binary

input A is convolutionally coded by the encoder. This encoder's output
n

pair (Xl' X2 ) is used as a 4-ary input symbol to the 3RC modulator.

Therefore, each encoder's output pair (Xl' X2 ) is mapped onto a 4-ary

3RC symbol ~. by the natural binary map defined as
1

(X
1

,X
2

) ~.
1

0 0 -3
0 1 -1
1 0 1
1 1 3

Depending on the modulator's input history (~-1'~-2) and the actual

pair (Xl' X2 ) = ~O' the corresponding information carrying waveforms

cos(4)>(t)) and sin(4)>(t)) are generated. Since we are dealing with a

baseband system, the cos(4)>(t)) and sin(4)>(t)) signals do not modulate a

carrier. In this way we circumvent eventual carrier demodulation

problems. Moreover, if we suppose carrier modulation/demodulation to be

perfect, we can concentrate on the basic aspects of the system in

figure 4.1: the generation of the information carrying waveforms and,

in this chapter, the algorithm that is needed to decode these signals.

The cos(4)>(t)) and sin(4)>(t)) signals are transmitted over a channel

introducing Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), having zero mean and

double sided spectral density N /2 W/Hz. No other signal distortion iso
assumed here.

Low Pass filtering of the received waveforms is performed to

eliminate out-of-band noise. No signal shaping is performed. After this

LPF of the received signals, they are decoded by the MLSE process (VA).

This results in an estimate B of the modulator input sequence A .
n n

If we define the vector ~ to be the sequence of modulator signals

cos(~(t» and sin(4)>(t)) and if we define the vector ~ in the same way

at the receive side, we can give the following description of the

decoder's task. The decoder must find that (received) sequence ~ that

maximizes the a-posteriori probability defined as P (~I~(m) ). The

maximization is to be performed over all m possible modulator output
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sequences ~. If, for m = m
k

, P (YI~(m») is maximum, the decoder

outputs the estimated bit sequence B, which corresponds to the
k

modulator's coded output sequence x = x. It is important to note that,
- K

as indicated in chapter 1, rate=1/2 coding of the data bit stream A
n

resul ts in the exclusion of 50% of the allowed 3RC signal sequences.

Thus decoding is performed in one step by identifying that coded

modulator sequence that was most probably transmitted and outputting

its corresponding data bits B .
n

Viterbi [11] shows that maximizing the a-posteriori probability is

equal to finding that modulator sequence, which is closest to the

recei ved sequence Y in the sense of Eucl idean distance. The distance

between any pair of signals or signal sequences is called signal metric

and sequence metric respectively. Realizing that the signals consist of

pairs of waveforms, a method by which the metric between two waveforms

or waveform sequences can be evaluated, is needed. This is subject of

the next section.

4.2 Metric calculation for continuous signals.

One method of finding signal metrics, which is often found in

literature, is by the use of a bank of matched fi I ters; see Sundberg

[4]. Speaking about a signal metric we mean the Euclidean distance

between a single pair of received waveforms and any modulator waveform

pair. Thus the signal metric computation for received signal number n

is performed in the interval [en - l)T , nT ]. Here T denotes the bit
b b b

time. A signal metric contrasts with a sequence metric, that is

computed by adding all signal metrics belonging to the signals that

form the signal sequence.

Apart from the fact that, in general, it will be impossible to build

perfect matched filters, quite a lot of them are needed since the coded

3RC scheme in figure 4. 1 contains 128 cosine and 128 sine signals to be

decoded. So a matched fi Iter receiver is decided to be impract ical.

Instead we decide to sample the received signals. Using these samples

we can identify the metric of the received signal. To do so the

cos(~(t)) and sin(~(t)) waveforms are sampled four times during each
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bit time T . The samples' quantization accuracy is 4 bit. Normally one
b

quantizes the received sample with a three bit accuracy. We will see,

however, that a 4 bit quantization accuracy nicely fits into the

TMS32010 hardware, especially without slowing down the programme

relative to a 3 bit quantization accuracy. In this way we can profit

easily from the approximately 0.15 dB power gain associated with 4 bit

quantization accuracy relative to a 3 bit quantization.

To compute a received signal's metric, the signal must be compared

with the modulator signals, that are present in the decoder's memory.

Therefore, in the decoder's memory, all modulator signals (the waveform

pairs cos(4)(t)) and sin(4)(t)) ) are stored by 4 cosine samples and 4

sine samples, all being quantized with 4 bit accuracy.

We denote the 4 received cosine and sine samples of each received

modulator waveform by (R , ... ,R ) and (R , ... ,R ) respectively.
C1 C4 Sl S4

Each received waveform is sampled at t = n 0.25 T since the start of
b

this signal's bit interval. Each pair of modulator signals' samples,

which are taken at the same moments as just given, are stored in the

for

andsamplescosinethe

decoder's memory as a look-up table, are denoted as (M , ... ,M
c c

11 14

for the sine samples(M , ... ,M
s s

11 14

( i = 1,2, ... ,128 ). The index i represents the fact that the rate 1/2

coded, 4-ary, h = 1/2 3RC scheme contains 128 signal pairs.

The metric of a received signal, relative to the modulator signal

with number i, is computed as:

4

L
j=l

(R
Cj

_ M )2
C
Ij

+

4

L
j=l

(R - M )2
Sj S

Ij

(4. 1 )

The structure of (4.1), especially the + operation, is derived from

the structure of the matched fi lter receiver as given by Sundberg in

[4]. Since the squaring operations in (4.1) take a lot of computing

power, we decided to introduce a sub-optimum formula to work with:

4

d= L
j=l

IR - M I
Cj C

Ij

R - M I
Sj Slj

(4.2)
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The implementation of (4.2) leads to the highest possible scheme's

bit rate of 350 bit/so Applying (4.1) would give better results in

terms of P, the bit rate, however, would decrease to 275 bit/so This
b

last value gives rise to aliasing problems in the modulator L.P.

filters. Therefore (4.2) has been implemented. The quantity given by

(4.2) will be called the metric of the received signal relative to the

modulator signal number i. In short: the metric of the received signal.

The reader must realise that only the computation of the received

signal's metric is performed by sampling the two waveforms four times

during each bit interval. The distance as given by (4.2) is then used

in the VA and survivors are determined only at t = nT, with n a
b

positive integer value.

Note. The choice to sample each received signal's waveform 4 times

during one bit time is governed by the fact that we have those 4

samples at our disposition from the computation of the modulator

signals. To speed up the decoder, one could choose to sample each

signal only two times during one bit time. Lower performance, however,

will result from this approach.

Since the actual implementation of the VA is, for a large part,

determined by the processor constraints, in the next section we list

the most important ones.

4.3 TMS32010 Processor constraints

The TMS32010 micro processor poses two main problems to the

programme designer. First, as usual, the processor speed is limited.

Therefore the programme parts that establish the programme's speed must

contain as less instructions as possible. Though capable of executing 5

million assembly instructions each second, the highest possible bitrate

is approximately 350 bit/s due to the enormous processing to be done.

The second processor constraint is a more

TMS32010 has a so-called Harvard Architecture:
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containing variables and program memory (PM). containing (in principle)

the programme's object code, are separated. Variables can be

manipulated only if resident in DM. Though access to DM is very fast,

it only contains 144 16-bit words. PM is relatively large (4k words of

16 bit), but transfer of data between DM and PM is slow and thus should

be avoided as far as possible. Ideally one would store all variables in

DM. For the VA that has been implemented, there are so many variables

needed, that most of them must reside in PM. Given this situation, the

algori thm has been programmed in such a way that the number of data

transfer operations between DM and PM is minimized. We will come back

to these two main processor constraints when describing the implemented

algorithm in the next section.

4.4 VA implementation.

Since the amount of computer memory, that is needed by the VA, is

proportional to the number of 4-ary 3RC trellis states, it is important

to describe the signal space with as less trellis states as possible.

Therefore we have defined a 3RC trellis state as the pair

(cos(~).sin(~)) at times t = nT, with n a positive integer value. In
b

this definition, no history 3RC symbols are found which results in a

lower number of trellis states as shown by the next example. Consider

the next pair of 3RC trellis states as defined with history elements:

(cos(~ ),sin(~ ),1,1) and (cos(~ ),sin(~ ),1,-1). In these two stateso 0 0 0

we see the history terms (a ,a ) to be (1,1) and (1,-1) respectively.
-1 -2

Leaving out from the trellis state definition these history terms, we

see both states just given to become one state described as

(cos(~ ),sin(~ )).o 0

The 3RC trellis states are defined at times t = nT, that is at
b

integer multiples of the bit time. In other words, the trellis states

are those points, from which the 3RC signal transitions leave (or those

points, into which the 3RC signal transitions merge). See also

figure 2.2, where 9 states (cos(~),sin(~)) are found at, for instance,

at t = 4T. With this definition of the trell is states, without the
b

history terms, the 4-ary, h = 1/2, rate 1/2 convolutionally coded 3RC
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scheme is found to have 28 trellis states. In this trellis, 128

cos(~(t» and 128 sin(~(t» signal transitions are present.

A hardcopy of the trell is structure and the signal space of the

(coded) 3RC scheme can be obtained by running the programme 'SAMPLE'

(see appendix 2). Using these two outputs, the 3RC signal space is

programmed into the TMS32010, as is shown in the VA's programme listing

in appendix 4. Details about the programming of the trellis structure

are given in appendix 4 as commentary to the programme.

We will now describe the VA programme of appendix 4. In order to

concentrate on the algorithm itself at this moment, we will not discuss

here the interface, that is required to sample the received waveforms.

This interface wi 11 be explained in section 4.7. At this point the

reader should accept the fact that the samples, corresponding to a

pair of received waveforms, are present in the decoder's memory. We

wi 11 start the explanation by giving the algorithm's flow diagram in

figure 4.2. Then subsequent parts of this diagram wi 11 be given some

notes. Details can be found in appendix 4.

The description of the blocks as they are numbered in figure 4.2 is

started with block 6, since it determines the programme structure to a

large extend. In block 6 the decoder is seen to be working on blocks of

N received signal pairs (cos(~(t», sin(~(t» ). This approach might
b

be confusing since normally a MLSE process is performed in a continuous

way. Block transmission, however, is needed since only one output port

is available in the TMS32010 development system and this port is used

to control the interface, that samples the received signals. Thus a

block B of decoded data bits (see figure 4.1) is found in an output
n

array resident in the computer's PM, after the reception of the

corresponding block of waveforms. By the use of the computer's monitor

programme (see [15]) we can inspect this output array to compare its

contents with the data block A of figure 4.1, that has been sent. In
n

this way the system's performance must be monitored. The size of the

blocks to be received is determined by the PM size. This being 4k

locations and the VA's programme object code being 938 locations, the

block size can be as large as 108 bits since 28 survivor sequences and
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1
Interrupt routine to take 4 samples of both
cos(~(t» and sin(~(t» waveforms currently
being received.

I BEGIN I

All 8 samples of signal currently being
received taken in by INTR routine ?

y

Update sample locations and start 2

processing just received signal,
say signal number n.

I Go to the next trellis state I 3

4

A. Computation of the signal metric of all
signals that merge into this state at t = nT

B. Computation of the sequence metric of all b

sequences that merge into this state at t = nT
b

5
Find the smallest sequence metric among those
that end in this state. This sequence is the
survivor into this state, at time t = nT .

b

N All 28 trellis state processed for signal
number n (Le. at t = nT ) ?

b

Y
6

I Complete block of N signals received ? I N
b I
y

7
Find the smallest survivor metric among the 28
3RC survivor sequences. Trace back the survivor
and output its corresponding data bits.

I END I

Figure 4.2 Flow diagram of the implemented Viterbi Algorithm.
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the final output array, all having this length, need to be stored as

will be explained in the sequel.

Now the subsequent blocks of figure 4.2 are described.

Block 1. Sampl ing the received waveforms is done on an interrupt

basis. Thus sampling is performed while the previously received

waveforms are being processed. Each received waveform is sampled four

times during its bit time T. The samples are stored by the interrupt
b

routine 'INTR' in the decoder's memory at the locations CCOSn for the

cos(t(t)) samples and in locations CSINn for the sin(t(t» samples,

n = 1,2,3,4. CCOSn contains the sample of the received cosine waveform

taken at t = 0.25 n T since the start of this waveform's bit interval.
b

The same holds for the CSINn locations. (C in CCOSn and CSINn stands

for Currently being received).

Block 2. After the two waveforms have been sampled completely, the

CCOSn and CSINn locations are copied into the locations COSRn and SINRn

respectively (R stands for Received). In this way the locations CCOSn

and CSINn are free again to be used by the interrupt routine of block 1

to sample the waveforms belonging to the next signal to be received.

Block 4. For the signal metric calculations to be performed, the

locations COSRn and SINRn from block 2 are used. To explain block 4a.

we give figure 4.3.

s

~ t = nT
b

Figure 4.3. Trell is state number s with four signals merging into
it.

A. Suppose the programme has arrived at state s ( 1 :s s :s 28 ). ( If

arrived here directly upon the reception of the 8 samples belonging to

a waveform pair, s = 1). In figure 4.3 we see the time to be t = nT .
b

This means we are considering the processing of the nth waveform pair
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that has been received. The four signals that merge into state s in

figure 4.3 have been numbered 1 through 4. Along each signal

transition, a circled number is given. This number is the corresponding

signal's metric from the received signal as computed from (4.2). With

respect to (4.2), we see that the terms Rand R , (j = 1,2,3,4), are
CJ sJ

the DM locations COSRn and SINRn, (n = 1,2,3,4), as described in

block 2. The terms M andM 0=1,2, ... ,128; j=1,2,3,4), that
c s

1J 1J
is the modulator signals' samples, in (4.2) are present in the decoder

as a look-up table.

48. After the 4 signal metrics have been computed, the corresponding

sequence metrics have to be identified. The computation of sequence

metrics is illustrated in figure 4.4.

25

a

b

c

d

t = (n-1 )T
b

s

t = nT
b

Figure 4.4. Sequence metric computation of those sequences that
merge into state number s.

In figure 4.4 we see the same 4 signals as in figure 4.3 and their

circled (signal) metrics as computed in block 4A. These 4 signals come

from the states with numbers a, b, c and d respectively. Together with

these 4 states at t = (n-1)T, the metric of the sequence that is
b

survivor in the respective state is given. The metric of a sequence,

that ends in state s at t = nT, is computed by summing the signal
b

metric as found in block 4A (circled number in figure 4.4) to the

survivor metric in the state at t = (n-1 )Tb' from which the signal

comes. So the 4 sequence metrics in state s at t = nT in figure 4.4
b
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are (from top to bottom) 31, 47, 58 and 35.

Note. At the start of the algorithm all survivor metrics at t = 0

must be initialized to the same value (for which zero is chosen here).

Block 5 The sequence, having the smallest metric of those found in

block 4B. is identified as the survivor sequence into state s at

t = nT in figure 4.4. In this figure, the survivor is seen to be that
b

sequence, of which signal number 1 is the last element. The other

entries into state s at t = nT are discarded as possibly transmitted
b

sequences. Then the survivor into state s is stored since it might be

(part) of the final survivor sequence to be found after the whole block

of signals has been received. If not all 28 3RC trellis states at

t = nT have been processed as indicated in blocks 4 and 5, the
b

programme goes to the next trellis state. So 28 survivors are

constructed at t = nT while the signals in the next signal are being
b

received.

Note that each trellis state, together with the signals that merge

into it, is processed separately from the other states and

corresponding incoming signals. Thus to be able to process a trell is

state as described, the samples of the signals, merging into this

state, must be fetched from the 3RC signal space, which is present as a

look-up table in PM. In this way we solve the problem that only 144

variables can reside in DM at a time, at the expense of lower programme

execution speed since data transfer between PM and DM is slow. All

survivor metrics, however, are stored in DM during the whole run.

Block 7. At this moment all 28 state's survivors, at every moment

t = nT (l:::s n :::s N ) have been stored in the decoder's memory. Here
b b

N denotes the length of the block of signals to be received. Among
b

these 28 survivors, the one having the smallest sequence metric is

identified as the over-all survivor: this sequence is the one that was

most probably transmitted. This survivor is traced back while

simultaneously producing its corresponding data bits. To be able to

trace back a survivor sequence, a data structure called decoding matrix

is needed. This decoding matrix will be described in section 4.6.
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4.5 System's maximum bitrate.

From figure 4.2, the blocks 1 through 5 are seen to be processed

while 3RC waveforms are being received. Hence those blocks determine

the number of processor instructions to be executed within one bit time

T. Counting this number of instructions we find approximately 14,000.
b

Considering the TMS32010 execution speed of 200 ns for each machine

cycle, the maximum bit rate, that can be handled by the decoder, is

seen to be approximately 350 bit/so This establishes the highest clock

frequencies CLK and CLK
4s

as given in the modulator block diagram of

figure 3.2.

4.6 Decoding matrix.

As indicated in block 7 in section 4.5, upon identifying the final

survivor sequence, this survivor needs to be traced back in order to

produce its corresponding data bits. Therefore a special data structure

is needed: the decoding matrix. This structure is, due to its size (28

survivors of the block length N ) resident in the decoder's PM and its
b

name reflects the fact that the actual decoding takes place when

tracing it back.

The structure of the decoding matrix is as follows. For each trellis

state there is one array (row) having length N of the block to be
b

received. We introduce two variables to describe the deoding matrix

elements: r to denote the row number ( 1 ~ r s 28 ) and c to denote the

column number ( 1 ~ c ~ N ). A decoding matrix element D contains the
b rc

following data:

a. the number of the state at t = (c - l)T , from which the survivor
b

into state number r at t = cT comes.
b

b. the data bit, that corresponds to the transition specified in a.

This correspondance is through the natural binary mapping of

convolutional encoder's output pairs (X ,X ) onto the 3RC symbols, that
1 2
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are used to generate the 3RC waveforms. So, in the decoder each 3RC

modulator signal can be labeled directly with its corresponding data

bi t.

To illustrate this data structure, consider figure 4.6, where a

decoding matrix is given for a 4 state trellis.

The two types of data a. and b. are found in the matrix elements as

~ . In figure 4.6 we have only specified one survivor: the

sequence that ends in state number 3 at t = 5T and it is assumed that
b

this sequence is the final survivor, of which the corresponding 3RC

symbols are to be produced. Tracing back the survivor in figure 4.6 we

start in state 3 at t = 5T. In field a of that matrix element, the
b

number 3 is found, indicating that the survivor into state 3 at t = 5T
b

comes from state number 3 at t = 4T. The data bit corresponding to
b

this signal transition, is found in field b of the matrix element at

t = 5T to be 1. Proceeding in this way with the element for state 3 at
b

a b a b a b a b a b

1 CII:JJ c::=J:=J c::=J:=J c::=J:=J c::=J:=J

2 c::=J:=J ~ c::=J:=J c::=J:=J c::=J:=J
3 c::=J:=J c::=J:=J c::=J:=J ITTIJ ~

4 c::=J:=J ~

t = T t = 2T t = 3T t = 4T t = 5T
b b b b b

Figure 4.6. Partially filled decoding matrix for a 4 state trellis.

t = 4T until all elements of this sequence are processed, we find the
b

signal sequence, that is specified by the decoding matrix in

figure 4.6. This sequence is shown in figure 4.7. Along the signal

transi tions the data bits are noted. Note that the data bits are

decoded in reverse order since the survivor is traced back. Therefore
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the output array, in which the decoded bits are stored, is filled in

reverse order. Displaying this array in PM using the computer's monitor

programme (see [15]) thus shows the data bits in the correct order.

Now a complete block of 3RC waveforms has been received and decoded

into the corresponding bit sequence B as shown in figure 4.1. Of
n

course this sequence B is an estimation of the transmitted bit
n

sequence A in figure 4.1, due to the noise introduced by the channel.
n

In the last section of this chapter, data wi 11 be presented on this

implemented system's performance in the presence of AWGN.

1

1 • • • •

2 • • •
0

3 • •

4 • • •

t = 0 t = T t = 2T t = 3T t = 4T t = 5T
b b b b b

Figure 4.7. Survivor signal sequence as specified in figure 4.6,
together with its corresponding bit sequence.

4.7 Interface block diagram.

As can be seen from figure 4.1, two waveforms are to be sampled by

the decoder: the cos(~(t» and sin(~(t» signals. The difficulty to be

solved is the next one. Both waveforms must be sampled at times

t = 0.25 j T
b

(j = 1,2,3,4) since the start of each pair of waveforms.

Since the TMS32010 development system has only one input port, this

port must be used in a time-multiplexed way. For this port multiplexing

an interface has been developed. The interface block diagram is shown

in figure 4.8, from which it is seen that the low pass filtering of the

received waveforms, as indicated in figure 4.1, is considered to be an

interface process.
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Figure 4.8 Block diagram of the interface needed to sample the
received 3RC waveforms.

In figure 4.8 we see the following signals:

cos(~(t» cosine signal to be received.

sin(~(t» sine signal to be received.

CLK4s sample clock from 3RC modulator (see also figure 3.2).

P pulse from pin nr. 27 of AlB connector P .
1 1

P pulse from AlB output port (jack 2).
2

SOC start of conversion pulse for AID converter.

out analog input signal to AID converter.

reset reset signal from the 3RC modulator.

Note. It is the need for P from the TMS32010 development system's
2

output port, that prevents implementing the VA to be working on a

continuous stream of received waveforms. Therefore block transmission

is applied as illustrated in the discussion of figure 4.2.

The signal 'out' is directed to the sample and hold (SIR) circui t
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that is resident on the TMS32010 Analog Interface Board (AlB). From

this S/H circuit the signal goes to the A/D converter that resides on

the interface board. Therefore the A/D converter socket on the AlB must

be connected pin-by-pin to the DIP socket on the interface board.

The interface works in the following way. At the start of each block

to be received, the interface is reset by the reset signal from the 3RC

modulator. This causes T to be non-conducting, T to be conducting and
t 2

the sample and hold (S/H) in figure 4.8 to be in the sample mode. In

this start situation the (low pass filtered) cosine waveform is passed

to the amplifier A. This amplifier causes the signal 'out' to be within

the interval [-10V,10V] which is the complete input range for the A/D

converter. Meanwhile the (low pass filtered) sine signal is being

sampled by the S/H circuit in figure 4.8, but blocked on its way to

amplifier A since T is conducting.
2

A positive edge of CLK
4s

(indicating that the signals currently

being received must be sampled) results in three actions, of which 1.

and 2. happen at the same moment:

1. The S/H circuit in figure 4.8 stops sampling the received sine

waveform and holds its current voltage.

2. A SOC signal is produced which causes the A/D converter to start

with the conversion of the cosine sample.

3. A little moment (denoted by the D-block in figure 4.8) after the

actions 1 and 2 have been performed, the conducting/non-conducting

state of T
2

and T
t

respectively is reversed. Then the cosine signal is

blocked on its way to amplifier A and the sine sample from the S/H in

figure 4.8 is passed to this amp1ifier. The delay introduced by the

D-block guarantees that no problems wi 11 occur whi Ie convert ing the

cosine sample. Eventual problems could arise due to a too early

presentation of the sine sample to the S/H circuit on the AlB.

The SOC signal mentioned at point 2 above, results (after the

conversion of the cosine sample) in an interrupt to the programme. The

12 bit quantized sample from the A/D converter is read by the interrupt

routine and converted into a 4 bit quantized sample by taking the 4
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most significant bits of the A/D output. After the cosine sample has

been read by the interrupt routine 'INTR' (see appendix 4), this

routine produces the pulse P on the AlB output port. This pulse
2

results in a SOC signal as well and the sine sample, which is present

as the signal 'out' at this moment, is converted and read by the

interrupt routine in the same way as the cosine sample. After reading

the sine sample, the interrupt routine produces pulse P, which turns
1

back the interface in the same state as it was upon the reset signal at

the start of the block to be received. Thus it is ready to process the

next pair of waveform samples upon a posi ti ve edge of CLK4s . In this

way the single input port of the AlB is used to sample two waveforms

'at the same time' since both waveforms' samples are taken at the same

moment.

The variable-delay block (' VAR DELAY') in figure 4.8 delays the

sample clock CLK4s about two sample intervals T
s

' The need for this

delay can be seen as follows. CLK
4s

is directly coupled to the sample

clock in the 3RC modulator. Each sample del i vered by the modulator

memories in figure 3.2 is D/A converted and low pass filtered in the

modulator. These two operations take about two sample intervals. Thus

to align, at the receive side, the sampling moments indicated by CLK4s
with the received waveforms, which are about 2T delayed relative to

s
CLK4s ' the sample clock is delayed in the interface.

The delay is identified by displaying a known signal 'out' on an

osci loscoop together with the delayed CLK4s signal. The known signal

'out' can be obtained, for instance by feeding an all-zero sequence of

data bits into the encoder of figure 4. 1. The samples that must be

taken then are known from the scheme's signal space output as obtained

by running the programme SAMPLE in appendix 2. The sampl ing moments

must be such that the correct sequence of samples is taken. To achieve

this situation, the delay of CLK
4s

is made variable.

The interface schematics are found in appendix 5.
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4.8 Test results.

The scheme that has been designed and realized functions correctly.

User-specified bit patterns, that are transmitted by the modulator of

figure 3.2, are decoded correctly in the presence of noise by the

decoder as discussed in this chapter.

If too much noise is added on the channel, errors are made. These

errors do not occur really at random: making errors is caused by the

fact that the decoder has lost the correct survivor sequence. Finding

back the correct one takes some bit times T , hence erroneous bits will
b

be output and the errors are clustered.

When considering the scheme's performance, two remarks must be made.

1. In figure 4.1 we see the 'SAMPLE CLOCK' to be connected directly

between the modulator and the decoder. Hence the channel noise does not

have any influence on the sampling moments (no clock jitter is

present). This is, of course, no practical situation since normally the

receiver sample clock is derived by a clock recovery circuit.

2. Instead of the optimum decoding algorithm that works with the

least-squared Euclidean distance as given by (4.1), we have implemented

a sub-optimum decoder that works with the minimum of absolute

signal differences as given by (4.2). Consequently, better P can be
b

attained apllying (4.1), at the expense,however, of a lower maximum

scheme's bit rate.

No quantitative measurements have been carried out to evaluate the

exact relation ship between P and the E IN .
b b 0

Finally, we developed a system that transmits blocks of bits. To

receive an (endless) stream of data bits two receivers as discussed in

this chapter must be combined. The interface must be changed to send

100 waveform pairs to receiver A. The next 100 bits must be sent to

receiver B. While receiver B is receiving its signal block, receicer A

can output its decoded data bit block. Then A is ready to receive the

next block of signals. Now receiver B can output its decoded data bit
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5 Conclusions.

The digital transmission scheme (modulator and MiSE decoder) as

discussed in this report functions correctly: user-specified bit

pat terns are transmi t ted and decoded correct 1yin the presence of

noise.

The lowest SNR on the channel at which errorless transmission is

possible is approximately OdB. We must keep in mind, however, that no

(sample) clock recovery is performed, instead the sample clock is taken

directly from the modulator (see figure 4.1) so the sampling moments

are always correct (no clock jitter). To identify the practical limits

of the scheme a modulation/demodulation process must be added,

including a clock recovery circuit.

A sub-optimum decoding process has been implemented to speed up the

decoder. Appl yi ng the opt i mum process wi 11 upgrade the scheme, of

course at the expense of slowing it down.

The scheme's maximum bit rate is determined by the software

implementation of the sub-optimum MLSE decoder and is approx.

350 bit/s: no practical value. We have only shown the sub-optimum

decoder's algorithm to be correct. To achieve practical values of the

scheme's bit rate, the decoder must be implemented in hardware.

As can be found in C.P.M. Ridderbeks [10], the required L.P. filters

in the modulator circuit of figure 3.2, are quite critical, though no

problems are encountered during this work. One may consider, however,

to redesign the modulator to work with 8 samples per bit time T, thus
b

working with L. P. fi lters that are easier to realize. There is one

drawback: as stated in chapter 3, the modulator is designed to

accommodate many values of the 3RC scheme's modulation index h. When

more samples are to be stored, the modulator structure wi 11 only be

capable to accomodate less values of h.
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The programme TREE computes the phase tree (as in figure 2.2) for
the specified 3RC scheme. That is, the different states (~'«-1'«-2) are

computed at t = nT. The output of this programme (two disk files) is
b

to be used as input to the programme 'SAMPLE' of appendix 2.

1. Upon starting the programme, the user is asked to specify the 3RC
scheme for which the phase tree must be computed. Data to be specified:

M = 2 or 4 (binary or 4-ary 3RC respectively).
~ value of ~ at t = 0 (beginning of the phase tree).

o
(«-1'<<-2) prehistory of the scheme at t = O.

N number of bit times T during which the phase tree is to be
b

computed.

thestartingwhen(n = 02. Starting from a state at t = nT
b

programme) a 3RC symbol «0 is generated (-lor 1 for a binary scheme;

-3, -1, 1, or 3 for a 4-ary scheme). Together with the current state's
history (<<-1' «-2) vector, this «0 represents the three symbols that

influence the scheme channel signal during the interval [nT
b

, (n+1)T
b
l.

For a 4-ary coded schemes the vector («0'«-1'<<-2) is checked to be in

accordance with the particular encoder/mapping combination (coder of
figure 3.3 and natural binary mapping) through the procedure 'CodedSeq'
(allowed sequences listed in table 3.3). This procedure must be changed
if another coder/mapping combination is to be used.

3. The states generated at t = nT serve as input for the computation
b

This algorithm goes on until n = N. Thenof the states at t = (n+1)T .
b

only the different states of all those identified states are collected
and written to disk to be used by the programme SAMPLE. It is
imporatant to only save the different states, since if a state is saved
twice the signals that leave this state wi 11 be computed twice by
'SAMPLE'. Then those signals will be programmed into the decoder twice
as well, thus slowing down the decoding process (see chapter 4).

How do we know if all phase tree's states (~'«-1'«-2) have been

found (in particular, think of phase trees having a periodicity of 2 or
more)? Therefore, at the end of each run, the number of different
states that has been found, is displayed. Then a next run must be made
with a user changed value of N. If not more states are found for this
new value of N as were already determined in the previous run (with old
value of N), then we have found all different states in this scheme's
phase tree.

Commentary is added to the programme to explain the details of it.
This is only important if someone wants to alter the programme.
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The programme SAMPLE requires as input the two output files made by
the programme TREE of appendix 1. The programme SAMPLE performs the
following tasks:

1. Of all signals that are in the specified scheme's signals space, the
4 cosine and 4 sine samples are computed.

2. Together wi th these samples the corresponding EPROM addresses are
computed and written to two files on disk: COSMh

1
h

2
, SINMh1h

2
and

PHAMh
1

h
2

with M = 2 or 4 (binary or 4-ary scheme); h
1

: modulatione

index numerator; h
2

: modulation index denominator. The files COSMh1h
2

,

SINMh
1

h
2

and PHAMh
1

h
2

are to be programmed into the COS, SIN and PHA

ROM's of fihure 3.3 respectively.

3. A hard copy of the scheme's trellis structure can be obtained.
4. A hard copy of the scheme's signals space can be obtained.

Both outputs 3. and 4. are needed when the MLSE process is to be
programmed into the TMS32020 micro computer's development system. This
is explained in the VA programme's source listing in appendix 4.

The programme's structure is as follows. Upon the specification of
the scheme to be processed, the two input fi les (made by TREE) are
fetched from disk. These files contain the scheme's phase tree. Then
from with each of these states, a new 3RC symbol lX

O
is generated.

Together with the vector (lX_
1

,lX_
2

) from the TREE-files, it defines the

(lX
O

,lX_
1

,lX_
2

) vector of the signal to be computed. For a coded 4-ary

scheme this vector is checked to be in accordance with the particular
coder/mapping combination (coder of figure 3.3 and natural binary
mapping). Allowed sequences are found in table 3.3. For other
coder/mapper combinations, this procedure needs to be changed.

For each allowed signal samples are computed. The 4 cosine and 4
sine samples belonging to this signal are computed at t = n 0.25 T ,

b

n = 1,2,3,4.

Details on the specific way of programming can be found in the
source as commentary.
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In the following description of the Intellec Hex Format, it is the

'data' that is eventually transfered into the EPROM. All other fields

to be described serve as additional information to the programming

device. Each record of the format contains the following fields.

1. RECORD MARK FIELD: Frame O.
The ASCII code for a colon (:) is used to indicate the start of a
record.

2. RECORD LENGTH FIELD: Frames 1 and 2.
The number of data bytes in the record is represented by two ASCII
hexadecimal digits in this field. The high order digit is in
frame 1. The maximum number of bytes in a record is 255 = FF16 . An

end-of-file record contains two ASCII zeros in this field.

3. LOAD ADDRESS FIELD: Frames 3 - 6.
The four ASCII hexadecimal digits in frames 3 - 6 give the address
at which the data is loaded. The high-order digit is in frame 3, the
lower one in frame 6. The first data byte is stored in the location
indicated by the load address. Successive bytes are stored in
successi ve memory locations. This field in an end-of-file record
contains zeros or the starting address of the file.

4. RECORD TYPE FIELD: Frames 7 and 8.
The two ASCII hexadecimal digits in this field specify the record
type. The high order digit is in frame 7. All data records are type
0; end-of-file records are type 1. Other possible values are
reserved for future expansion.

5. DATA FIELD: Frames 9 to 9 + 2(record length) - 1.
A data byte is represented by two frames containing the ASCII
characters 0 - 9 or A - F, which represent a hexadecimal value
between 0 and FF. The high order digit is in the first frame of each
pair. There are no data bytes in an end-of-file record.

6. CHECKSUM FIELD: last two frames of the record.
The checksum is computed as follows. For all fields specified
thusfar except the first one, take successive pairs of hexadecimal
symbols. Add their decimal values. Then take the 8-bit two's
complement of this sum, that is take: (256 - sum) and convert this
new value into a 2-symbol hexadecimal value. This latter hexadecimal
value is the checksum.

Now we give the format for the programming of the PHASE ROM as

discussed in chapter 3.
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:01003F0003BD
:01003C0004BF
:01004F0005AB
:01004C0006AD
:0100B3000646
:0100B0000748
:0100C3000834
:0100CO00003F
:0100FF0006FA
:0100FC0007FC
:01010F0008E7
:01017300008B
:010183000279
:01018000037B
:0101BC000141
:0101CF00022D
:0101CC00032F
:0102300004C9
:0100000006F9
:OOOOOOOlFF

We see the data fields for the PHASE ROM programming to contain one

byte of data. (The data fields for the cos(~) ROM programming contain 4

bytes of data, being the four cos(~) samples belonging to each

transition in table 3.2.)

Here we wi 11 indicate how to find back the contents of the PHASE

ROM. Therefore consider table 3.2. On top of that table we see the

binary vector representing Old Phase Nr. concatenated with a_
1

,a_
2

and

aO' The hexadecimal value of this first vector is 3F which is found in

the address fiels of the first record. The new phase Nr. is 310 = 316
and is found in the data field of the record. This way one can find all

phase number transitions that are listed in table 3.2.

Note. To obtain a listing of a certain Format, run the programme

SAMPLE (app. 2) for the specific system and afterwards print out the

format in DOS ( type <filename> > prn:).

The first part of the names of the files that contain the formats are

PHA (for PHASE ROM data) and COS (for cos(t) data) and SIN (for sin(~)

data). The last three digits of these names indicate the kind of system,

the numerator of the modulation index h and it's denominator respectively.

So PHA223 contains the data for the PHASE ROM for a binary system wi th

h = 2/3 etc.
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Source listing of the sub-optimal MLSE (VA) programme.



• DATE: OKTOBER 14th 1988.
•

DESIGNER: F.W. OOSTERHUIS.

• TOGETHER WITH THE MODULATOR AS DESCRIBED IN CHAPTER 3 AND THE
• INTERFACE AS DESCRIBED IN CHAPTER 4, THIS PROGRAMME PERFORMS A
• SUB-OPTIMAL MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SEQUENCE ESTIMATION PROCESS (MLSE)
• ON A TMS32010 DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM: THE VITERBI ALGORITHM. ALL USER
• ACTIONS DESCRIBED IN THIS LISTING ARE TO BE PERFORMED THROUGH
• THE TMS32010 MONITOR PROGRAMME RESIDENT ON THE HOST PC.
•
• TO BE ABLE TO PERFORM THE MLSE PROCESS, SOME JUMPER SETTINGS ON
• THE ALB MUST BE CHANGED FROM THEIR DEFAULT POSITIONS AND SOME
• EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS MUST BE MADE TO THE INTERFACE. THOSE ARE
• GIVEN BELOW.
•
• 1.•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ALB JUMPER SETTINGS.
El 4 - 5 ANALOGUE INPUT FROM INTERFACE DIRECTLY TO S/H.
E2 4 - 5 D/A OUTPUT DIRECTLY TO OUTPUT JACK.
E3 OPEN
E4 OPEN
E5 2 - 3 AID'S END OF CONVERSION PULSE TO INT- PIN ON

TMS32010. (START OF CONVERSION PULSE FROM INTERFACE
CIRCUITRY ITSELF).

• E6 1 - 2 ALB'S S/H OUTPUT TO ANALOG INPUT OF AID CONVERTER.
•
• 2.•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CONNECTIONS BETWEEN INTERFACE AND ALB. NUMBERS REFERRED TO AS
INDICATED ON INTERFACE CONNECTOR.
1. +13,5 Volt.
2. CLK4s FROM 2Ts DELAY BLOCK (Ts = SAMPLE TIME = 0.25 BIT TIME Tb).
5. +5 Volt.
7. RESET FROM MODULATOR. (INIT AT START OF DATA BLOCK).
9. GROUND.

11. CONNECT TO PIN NR 20 OF CONNECTOR Pl ON ALB.
14. CONNECT TO OUTPUT JACK J3 OF ALB.
16. -13,5 Volt

OTHER PINS OF INTERFACE CONNECTOR NOT USED.
THE INTERFACE'S OUTPUT SIGNAL' OUT' (SEE FIGURE 4.8) MUST BE
CONNECTED TO THE ALB INPUT PORT (JACK 2).

THE AID CONVERTER MUST BE PICKED OUT FROM ITS ALB SOCKET AND
PLACED INTO THE SOCKET PRESENT ON THE INTERFACE BOARD. THESE
SOCKETS MUST BE PIN-BY-PIN CONNECTED.

TO RECEIVE A DATA BIT BLOCK, THE NEXT PROCEDURE MUST BE CARRIED
OUT:
1. MODULATOR MASTER RESET ' 0'; NO SIGNAL WAVEFORMS ARE OUTPUT.
2. ON WORD GENERATOR, SELECT BIT PATTERN TO BE TRANSMITTED.
3. MASTER RESET' 1'; PROVIDES CLOCK TO WORD GENERATOR NEEDED TO

CHANGE BIT PATTERN.
4. MODULATOR MASTER RESET ' 0' .
5. START PROGRAMME BY PRESSING FUNCTION KEY F2.
6. STOP PROGRAMME BY PRESSING ANY KEY.
7. REPEAT 5.
8. MASTER RESET '1'. SELECTED BIT PATTERN TRANSMITTED TO RECEIVER.
9. WAIT UNTIL WHOLE BLOCK OF BITS HAS BEEN RECEIVED (APPROX. 0.3

SEC FOR A BLOCK LENGTH 100 AND BIT RATE 300 BIT/S).



• 10.
• 11.•
• P.S.
•
•
•
•

MODULATOR MASTER RESET '0'.
DISPLAY PM LOCATIONS >E - >72 ON SCREEN BY MONITOR COMMAND , DPM'
AND CHECK DECODED BIT SEQUENCE AGAINST CHOSEN PATTERN.

STARTING THE MODULATOR TWICE IS NEEDED SINCE SELECTING ANOTHER
BIT PATTERN REQUIRES THE BIT CLOCK TO BE PRESENT ON THE WORD
GENERATOR. HENCE AN INTERRUPT WILL BE REQUESTED AND SERVICED
(EVEN THOUGH THE PROGRAMME IS NOT RUNNING !!), STARTING TWICE
ELIMINATES THIS UNDESIRED INTERRUPT REQUEST .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
•
•
•
AIBM
•
•
•
MSK
MSK2

OFF
VH

STOT
•
•
OUT
•
•

AORG
B
B
AORG

DATA

DATA
DATA

DATA
DATA

DATA

BES

o
START
INTR
8

>E7

>OOOF
>OOFF

+1050
>4000

+100

+100

DEFINITION OF OUTPUT TABLE MUST NOT
START IN PROGRAM MEMORY (PM) AT LOCS
LOWER THAN 8, SINCE IF SO PROBLEMS MAY
ARISE WITH THE "TBLW" AND "TBLR"
INSTRUCTI ONS.

MODE OF OPERATION FOR THE AlB.
CCLR = 1; CDAl = 1; CDA2 = 1; CADl = 0
CAD2 = 0; U/D = 1; DCR = 1; DCW = 1
SEE AlB MANUAL PAGE 3-3.

VALUE FOR DM LOC 'MASK'.
VALUE FOR DM LOC 'MASK2',

START ADDRESS OF DECODING MATRIX IN PM.
RESULTS IN +5 VOLT AT D/A OUTPUT.

NUMBER OF DATA BITS TO BE RECEIVED WITHIN
ONE DATA BLOCK. IT MUST EQUAL THE VALUE
SPECIFIED FOR 'OUT'.
OUTPUT ARRAY FOR 100 DATA BITS. ITS VALUE
MUST EQUAL THE NUMBER SPECIFIED FOR
'STOT' .

• IN THE NEXT TABLE THE 4-ARY, h = 1/2, CONVOLUTIONALLY CODED 3RC
• SIGNAL SPACE IS SPECIFIED USING THE APLLIED DATA MEMORY
• (DM) MAP (FOR MAP SEE DM SPECIFICATION BELOW).

• FOR EACH OF THE 28 TRELLIS STATES THE FOLLOWING QUANTITIES ARE
• GIYEN (FOR STROCTURE SEE ALSO CHAPTER 4):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DM LOC UP TO WHICH THE DECODING MATRIX ELEMENTS AND METRICS FOR
CURRENT STATE ARE STORED. DM STARTS WITH METRIC FOR FIRST SIGNAL
INTO THIS STATE AT LOC 0; IT IS FOLLOWED AT LOC 1 BY THE DECODING
MATRIX ELEMENT, BELONGING TO THIS SIGNAL. AND SO ON. SINCE THE
HIGHEST NUMBER OF SIGNALS MERGING INTO ANY TRELLIS STATE IS 8, THE
HIGHEST POSSIBLE NUMBER SPECIFIED IN THE FIRST FIELD OF EACH
STATE IS 15 = >OOOF.

• FOR EACH SIGNAL THAT MERGES INTO THIS STATE, THE FOLLOWING 4
• FIELDS ARE SPECIFIED.



•

•

•
•
•

•

• - FIELD 1.
FOUR COSINE SAMPLES, GIVEN AS A 16 BIT HEXADECIMAL WORD, THUS
REPRESENTING THE 4 BIT QUANTIZATION ACCURACY. THE FIRST HEXA
DECIMAL SYMBOL IS THE SAMPLE AT t = 0.25 • Tb. THE FOURTH SYMBOL
IS THE SAMPLE AT t = Tb.

• - FIELD 2.
AS THE FIRST FIELD; NOW FOR THE SINE SAMPLES.

•
•
•

THE SAMPLES GIVEN IN THIS TABLE CAN BE OBTAINED BY RUNNING THE
PASCAL PROGRAMME ' SAMPLE' .

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
• - FIELD 3.

DECODING MATRIX' ELEMENT AS DEFINED IN SECTION 4.6. THE FIRST
TWO HEXADECIMAL SYMBOLS SHOW THE STATE NUMBER FROM WHICH THE
SIGNAL COMES. THE SECOND HALF OF THIS FIELD CONTAINS THE DATA
SYMBOL (0 OR 1), THAT CORRESPONDS TO THIS SIGNAL THROUGH THE
3RC SYMBOL AS LI STED IN THE OlITPlIT OF PASCAL PROGRAMME ' SAMPLE'
AND THE NATURAL BINARY MAPPING OF CODE WORDS ONTO CHANNEL
SYMBOLS.

•
•
•
•
•
•

- FIELD 4.
THE LAST FIELD GIVES THE DM LOC WHERE THE SURVIVOR METRIC
OF THE STATE WHERE THE SIGNAL COMES FROM AT t = (n - 1)Tb IS
FOUND. THIS VALUE IS LOADED INTO DM LOC NAMED DEPSIG AND USED
TO COMPlITE THE SURVIVOR METRIC AT t = nTb. THE VALUE IS
15 + 2·STATENR.

33 FROM ST 13
36 FROM ST 14
57 FROM ST 22
60 FROM ST 23
69 FROM ST 20
72 FROM ST 19
93 FROM ST 17
96 FROM ST 16

SIG
SIG
SIG
SIG
SIG
SIG
SIG
SIG

>OOOF 8 SIGNALS MERGING SO LAST DECODING
MATRIX ELEMENT WILL BE STORED AT
DM LOC >F

>CEFF,>EDA8,>ODOO,41
>02BF, >8108, >OE01,43
>CEFF,>1258,>1601,59
>02BF,>7EF8,>1700,61
>EEFF, >3358, >1401,55
>02BF, >4DF8, >1300,53
>EEFF,>CCA8,>1100,49
>02BF, >B208, >1001,47

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

DATACPM1
·STl
•

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

>0007
>016A, >9200, >OEOO,43
>CDCA,>1110,>1600,59
>EDCA,>3210,>1400,55
>016A,>B300,>1000,47

SIG 35 FROM ST 14
SIG 58 FROM ST 22
SIG 70 FROM ST 20
SIG 95 FROM ST 16

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

>0007
>CDCA,>EEEF,>OD01,41
>016A,>6DFF,>1701,61
>016A,>4CFF,>1301,53
>EDCA,>CDEF,>1101,49

SIG 34 FROM ST 13
SIG 59 FROM ST 23
SIG 71 FROM ST 19
SIG 94 FROM ST 17

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

>OOOB
>8DFE,>FD83,>OEOO,43
>039E,>4103,>OF01,45
>8CEE,>0123,>1700,61
>ADEE,>0133, >1300, 53

SIG 38 FROM ST 14
SIG 39 FROM ST 15
SIG 61 FROM ST 23
SIG 65 FROM ST 19



DATA >BEFE, >FD83, >1000,47 SIG 90 FROM ST 16
DATA >029E,>6103,>1201,51 SIG 91 FROM ST 18

·ST5
DATA >OOOB
DATA >8CEE, >FEDC, >OE01,43 SIG 37 FROM ST 14
DATA >8DFE,>027C,>1701,61 SIG 62 FROM ST 23
DATA >039E, >BEFC, >1800,63 SIG 63 FROM ST 24
DATA >BEFE,>027C,>1301,53 SIG 66 FROM ST 19
DATA >029E, >9EFC, >1500, 57 SIG 67 FROM ST 21
DATA >ADEE, >FECC, >1001,47 SIG 89 FROM ST 16

·ST6
DATA >0003
DATA >0245, >BDFF, >1801,63 SIG 64 FROM ST 24
DATA >0145, >9DFF, >1501, 57 SIG 68 FROM ST 21

·ST7
DATA >OOOB
DATA >4101, >FD83, >1001, 47 SIG 42 FROM ST 16
DATA >FD61,>6103,>1100,49 SIG 43 FROM ST 17
DATA >5211,>0133,>1301,53 SIG 49 FROM ST 19
DATA >7311,>0123,>1601,59 SIG 77 FROM ST 22
DATA >7201,>FD83,>OD01,41 SIG 86 FROM ST 13
DATA >FC61,>4103,>lAOO,67 SIG 87 FROM ST 26

·ST8
DATA >OOOB
DATA >5211, >FECC, >1000, 47 SIG 41 FROM ST 16
DATA >4101,>027C,>1300,53 SIG 50 FROM ST 19
DATA >FD61,>9EFC,>1401,55 SIG 51 FROM ST 20
DATA >7201, >027C,>1600, 59 SIG 78 FROM ST 22
DATA >FC61,>BEFC,>1901,65 SIG 79 FROM ST 25
DATA >7311, >FEDC, >ODOO,41 SIG 85 FROM ST 13

·ST9
DATA >0003
DATA >FEBA,>9DFF,>1400,55 SIG 52 FROM ST 20
DATA >FDBA, >BDFF, >1900,65 SIG 80 FROM ST 25

·SIlO
DATA >OOOF
DATA >1100,>CCA8,>1201,51 SIG 45 FROM ST 18
DATA >FD40, >B208, >1000,47 SIG 48 FROM ST 16
DATA >1100,>3358,>1500,57 SIG 53 FROM ST 21
DATA >FD40,>4DF8,>1301,53 SIG 56 FROM ST 19
DATA >3100,>1258,>1700,61 SIG 73 FROM ST 23
DATA >FD40, >7EF8, >1601,59 SIG 76 FROM ST 22
DATA >3100, >EDA8, >OE01, 43 SIG 81 FROM ST 14
DATA >FD40, >8108, >ODOO,41 SIG 84 FROM ST 13

·SIll
DATA >0007
DATA >FE95,>B300,>1001,47 SIG 47 FROM ST 16
DATA >1235,>3210,>1501,57 SIG 54 FROM ST 21
DATA >3235,>1110,>1701,61 SIG 74 FROM ST 23
DATA >FE95, >9200, >OD01,41 SIG 83 FROM ST 13

·SIl2



DATA >0007
DATA >1235, >CDEF, >1200,51 SIG 46 FROM ST 18
DATA >FE95,>4CFF,>1300,53 SIG 55 FROM ST 19
DATA >FE95,>6DFF, >1600,59 SIG 75 FROM ST 22
DATA >3235, >EEEF, >OEOO, 43 SIG 82 FROM ST 14

·STl3
DATA >OOOB
DATA >FECC,>ADEE,>0100,17 SIG 1 FROM ST 1
DATA >027C,>BEFE,>OAOO,35 SIG 26 FROM ST 10
DATA >9EFC,>029E,>OB01,37 SIG 27 FROM ST 11
DATA >FEDC,>8CEE,>0400,23 SIG 109 FROM ST 4
DATA >027C, >8DFE, >0700,29 SIG 118 FROM ST 7
DATA >BEFC,>039E,>lC01,71 SIG 119 FROM ST 28

·STl4
DATA >OOOB
DATA >FD83,>BEFE,>0101,17 SIG 2 FROM ST 1
DATA >6103,>029E,>0200,19 SIG 3 FROM ST 2
DATA >0133,>ADEE,>OA01,35 SIG 25 FROM ST 10
DATA >FD83 , >8DFE. >0401,23 SIG 110 FROM ST 4
DATA >4103,>039E,>lBOO,69 SIG 111 FROM ST 27
DATA >0123, >8CEE, >0701,29 SIG 117 FROM ST 7

·STl5
DATA >0003
DATA >6200,>0145,>0201,19 SIG 4 FROM ST 2
DATA >4200,>0245,>lB01,69 SIG 112 FROM ST 27

·STl6
DATA >OOOF
DATA >CCA8,>EEFF,>0301,21 SIG 5 FROM ST 3
DATA >B208,>02BF,>0100,17 SIG 8 FROM ST 1
DATA >3358,>EEFF,>OCOO,39 SIG 29 FROM ST 12
DATA >4DF8,>02BF,>OA01,35 SIG 32 FROM ST 10
DATA >EDA8,>CEFF,>0501,25 SIG 105 FROM ST 5
DATA >8108,>02BF,>0400,23 SIG 108 FROM ST 4
DATA >1258,>CEFF,>0800,31 SIG 113 FROM ST 8
DATA >7EF8,>02BF,>0701,29 SIG 116 FROM ST 7

·STl7
DATA >0007
DATA >CDEF,>EDCA,>0300,21 SIG 6 FROM ST 3
DATA >4CFF,>016A,>OAOO,35 SIG 31 FROM ST 10
DATA >EEEF,>CDCA,>0500,25 SIG 106 FROM ST 5
DATA >6DFF,>016A,>0700,29 SIG 115 FROM ST 7

·STl8
DATA >0007
DATA >B300,>016A,>0101,17 SIG 7 FROM ST 1
DATA >3210,>EDCA,>OC01,39 SIG 30 FROM ST 12
DATA >9200,>016A,>0401,23 SIG 107 FROM ST 4
DATA >1110,>CDCA,>0801,31 SIG 114 FROM ST 8

·STl9
DATA >OOOF
DATA >EDA8, >3100, >0400,23 SIG 9 FROM ST 4
DATA >8108,>FD40, >0501,25 SIG 12 FROM ST 5
DATA >1258,>3100,>0701,29 SIG 17 FROM ST 7



DATA >7EF8,>FD40,>0800,31 SIG 20 FROM ST 8
DATA >CCA8,>1100, >0200, 19 SIG 101 FROM ST 2
DATA >B208,>FD40, >0101, 17 SIG 104 FROM ST 1
DATA >3358,>1100,>OB01,37 SIG 125 FROM ST 11
DATA >4DF8,>FD40,>OAOO,35 SIG 128 FROM ST 10

·ST20
DATA >0007
DATA >EEEF,>3235,>0401,23 SIG 10 FROM ST 4
DATA >6DFF,>FE95,>0801,31 SIG 19 FROM ST 8
DATA >CDEF,>1235,>0201,19 SIG 102 FROM ST 2
DATA >4CFF, >FE95, >OA01,35 SIG 127 FROM ST 10

·ST21
DATA >0007
DATA >9200,>FE95,>0500,25 SIG 11 FROM ST 5
DATA >1110,>3235,>0700,29 SIG 18 FROM ST 7
DATA >B300,>FE95,>0100,17 SIG 103 FROM ST 1
DATA >3210, >1235, >OBOO, 37 SIG 126 FROM ST 11

·ST22
DATA >OOOB
DATA >FEDC,>7311,>0501,25 SIG 13 FROM ST 5
DATA >027C,>7201,>0801,31 SIG 22 FROM ST 8
DATA >BEFC,>FC61,>0900,33 SIG 23 FROM ST 9
DATA >FECC,>5211,>0101,17 SIG 97 FROM ST 1
DATA >027C,>4101,>OA01,35 SIG 122 FROM ST 10
DATA >9EFC, >FD61,>OCOO, 39 SIG 123 FROM ST 12

·ST23
DATA >OOOB
DATA >FD83, >7201,>0500,25 SIG 14 FROM ST 5
DATA >4103,>FC61,>0601,27 SIG 15 FROM ST 6
DATA >0123,>7311,>0800,31 SIG 21 FROM ST 8
DATA >FD83,>4101,>0100,17 SIG 98 FROM ST 1
DATA >6103,>FD61,>0301,21 SIG 99 FROM ST 3
DATA >0133,>5211,>OAOO,35 SIG 121 FROM ST 10

·ST24
DATA >0003
DATA >4200,>FDBA,>0600,27 SIG 16 FROM ST 6
DATA >6200,>FEBA,>0300,21 SIG 100 FROM ST 3

·ST25
DATA >0003
DATA >BDFF,>FDBA,>0901,33 SIG 24 FROM ST 9
DATA >9DFF,>FEBA,>OC01,39 SIG 124 FROM ST 12

·ST26
DATA >0003
DATA >9DFF,>0145,>OBOO,37 SIG 28 FROM ST 11
DATA >BDFF,>0245,>lCOO,71 SIG 120 FROM ST 28

·ST27
DATA >0003
DATA >0245,>4200, >OFOO, 45 SIG 40 FROM ST 15
DATA >0145,>6200,>1200,51 SIG 92 FROM ST 18

·ST28



DATA
DATA
DATA

>0003
>FEBA,>6200, >1101,49
>FDBA,>4200,>lA01,67

SIG 44 FROM ST 17
SIG 88 FROM ST 26

• END OF SIGNAL SPACE'S DEFINITION
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

THE NEXT TABLE LISTS CONSTANTS AND VARIABLES PRESENT IN DATA
MEMORY AT THE SPECIFIED LOCATION NUMBERS.
LOCS >00 - >47 IN USE FOR COMPUTATION OF SURVIVOR METRICS AND
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE DECODING MATRIX. THIS GROUP OF LOCATIONS
CAN BE SPLIT INTO TWO MAIN GROUPS:
A. >00 - >OF
B. >10 - >47.

• ad A. SINCE THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SIGNALS THAT MERGE INTO ANY 3RC
• TRELLIS STATE IS 8, WE NEED 16 LOCATIONS TO STORE THE SURVIVOR METRIC
• AND DECODING MATRIX' ELEMENT OF EACH SIGNAL THAT MERGES INTO THE
• STATE, WHICH IS CURRENTLY BEING PROCESSED. AT THE EVEN NUMBERED
• LOCATIONS, THE METRICS ARE FOUND; AT THE ODD NUMBERED LOCATIONS
• THE DECODING MATRIX' ELEMENTS ARE STORED.
• THE EVEN NUMBERED LOCS OF GROUP A. ARE USED BY THE COMPUTATIONS
• OF BLOCK 4 IN FIGURE 4.2 TO STORE THE METRICS OF THE SEQUENCES,
• THAT END IN THE STATE THAT IS CURRENTLY BEING PROCESSED.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TO TELL THE PROGRAMME HOW MANY LOCS OF GROUP A. ARE TO BE USED
(HENCE THE NUMBER OF SIGNALS THAT END IN THIS STATE) THE VERY
FIRST FIELD OF EACH 3RC STATE'S DEFINITION IS GIVEN. WHEN n SIGNALS
END IN A CERTAIN STATE, THE VERY FIRST NUMBER IN THIS STATE'S
DEFINITION IS 2n - 1.

• ad B. TWO LOCATIONS ARE NEEDED TO STORE EVERY STATE'S SURVIVOR METRIC.
• THE NEED FOR 56 LOCS FOR 28 TRELLIS STATES CAN BE SEEN FROM THE
• COMPUTATION OF THE SURVIVOR METRICS: TO COMPUTE THE SURVIVOR METRICS
• AT t = nTb, THOSE AT t = (n - l)Tb ARE NEEDED AND WE CAN NOT THROW
• AWAY THOSE AT t = (n - l)Tb UNTIL ALL SURVIVOR METRICS AT t = nTb
• HAVE BEEN COMPUTED. THE (OLD) SURVIVOR METRICS AT t = (n - l)Tb ARE
• STORED AT THE ODD NUMBERED LOCS OF BLOCK B. THE SURVIVOR METRICS AT
• t = nTb ARE STORED AT THE EVEN NUMBERED LOCS. AFTER ALL SURVIVOR
• METRICS AT t = nTb ARE COMPUTED, ALL ODD NUMBERED LOCS ARE COPIED
• I NTO THE NEXT EVEN NUMBERED LOC.
•
•
ONE EQU >48 CONSTANT EQUAL TO 1.
TWO EQU >49 CONSTANT EQUAL TO 2.
EIGHT EQU >4A CONSTANT EQUAL TO 8.
LOAR EQU >4B CONTAINS LENGTH OF OUTPUT ARRAY.
OFFSET EQU >4C START ADDRESS FOR DECODING MATRIX.
SYMTOT EQU >4D DATA BLOCK LENGTH; EQUAL TO OUT AT TOP.
STTOT EQU >4E CONTAINS TOTAL NUMBER OF TRELLIS STATES.
SIGNR EQU >4F LOC WHERE THE NUMBER OF SIGNALS MERGING
• IN THE CURRENT TRELLIS STATE IS LOADED
• FROM SIGNAL SPACE TABLE.
SURVP EQU >50 LOC THAT CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF THE
• SURVIVOR STATE IN DECODING MATRIX IN PM.
MASK EQU >51 MASK TO FILTER OUT THE APPROPRIATE SIGNAL
• SAMPLE FROM THE SAMPLE VECTORS AT LOCS
• COS' AND 'SIN' BY MAIN ROUTINE AND



•
MASK2
•
cos
•
SIN
CCOS1
•
COSR1
•
"•
CCOS2
COSR2
CCOS3
COSR3
CCOS4
COSR4

CSIN1
SINR1
CSIN2
SINR2
CSIN3
SINR3
CSIN4
SINR4

EQU

EQU

EQU
EQU

EQU

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

>52

>53

>54
>55

>56

>57
>58
>59
>5A
>5B
>5C

>5D
>5E
>5F
>60
>61
>62
>63
>64

STORAGE OF SAMPLES BY INTR.
MASK TO FILTER OUT STATE NUMBER FROM
DECODING MATRIX ELEMENT.
LOC WHERE COSINE SAMPLES FROM SIGNAL
SPACE TABLE ARE STORED
AS COS
CCOSn: COSINE SAMPLE CURRENTLY BEING
RECE IVED BY I NTERRUPT ROUT INE "I NTR" .
COSRn COSINE SAMPLE BELONGING TO SIGNAL
JUST RECEIVED. THAT IS SAMPLES AT THESE
LOCS ARE PROCESSED WHEN THE NEXT SIGNAL
IS BEING RECEIVED.

INT EQU
INTl EQU
INT2 EQU
SAMNR EQU
•
•
•
DEPSIG EQU
•
•
NEXT EQU
•
STMET EQU
•
•
METINT EQU
STATNR EQU
•
SYMBC EQU
•
OUTP EQU
•
BIT EQU
•
•
VLOW EQU
YHIGH EQU

>65
>66
>67
>68

>69

>6A

>6B

>6C
>6D

>6E

>6F

>70

>71
>72

STORAGE OF INTERMEDIATE RESULT
IDEM
IDEM
VAR. GIVING NUMBER OF SAMPLES OF SIGNAL
CURRENTLY BEING RECEIVED THAT HAVE BEEN
READ BY "INTR". IF EQUAL TO 8 THEN A
COMPLETE WAVEFORM PAIR IS RECEIVED.
VAR. GIVING THE LOC. OF THE SURVIVOR
METRIC OF THE STATE FROM WHICH THE
SIGNAL CURRENTLY BEING PROCESSED COMES
CONTAINS START ADDRESS OF NEXT SIGNAL'S
DATA IN SIGNAL SPACE TABLE IN PM.
VAR. GIVING THE LOC. WHERE SURVIVOR
METRIC OF THE STATE CURRENTLY BEING
PROCESSED IS TO BE STORED.
INTERMEDIATE VALUE OF SIGNAL METRIC.
COUNTER FOR THE NUMBER OF STATES ALREADY
PROCESSED.
COUNTER FOR BIT NUMBER BEING RECEIVED
IN DATA BLOCK.
CONTAINS ADDRESS IN OUTPUT ARRAY WHERE
DECODED DATA BIT IS TO BE STORED.
CONTAINS SUCCEEDING DECODED DATA BITS
DURING SURVIVOR OUTPUT TO OUTPUT ARRAY
IN PM.
RESULTS IN 0 VOLT AT THE D/A OUTPUT.
IDEM BUT +5 VOLT.

• DM LOCS AT PAGE 1 USED BY INTR ROUTINE:

STATUS EQU >00 STATUS STORAGE LOC DURING INTR.



ACL
ACH
AROO
ARll

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

>01
>02
>03
>04

ACC LOW STORAGE LOC DURING INTR.
IDEM FOR ACC HIGH.
ARO STORAGE DURING INTR.
IDEM FOR AR1

• END OF DATA MEMORY LOCATIONS' SPECIFICATION
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SACL VLOW

START
CLROV

•

•
•

DMO

•

•
•

BV
LDPK
LARP
SOVM

LACK
TBLR
OUT

ZAC
LARK
SACL
BANZ

SACL

SACL

CLROV
o
o

AIBM
INT
INT,O

ARO,71
•
DMO

SYMBC

SAMNR

IF OVERFLOW BIT IS SET, THEN RESET IT.

SATURATION OF METRICS IF OVERFLOW WOULD
OCCUR (I MPOSSIBLE HOWEVER! ! ) .

AlB CONTROL REG LOADED. SEE TOP OF
LISTING FOR SPECIFICATION GIVEN AT
DATA DIRECTIVE II AIBM".

STORE 0 IN THOSE DM LOCS THAT WILL CON
TAIN METRIC VALUES. THIS INITIALIZATION
MUST BE DONE AT THE START OF EACH DATA
BLOCK TO BE RECEIVED.

COUNTER FOR NUMBER OF RECEIVED 3RC WAVEFORM
PAIRS (= NUMBER OF DATA BITS).
COUNTER FOR NUMBER OF SAMPLES RECEIVED
BY INTR.

•

OUT
OUT
LACK
TBLR

0,3 CLEAR EDC FF FOR PORT 3 ON AlB.
VLOW,2 INITIALIZE OUTPUT PORT 2. INT- PIN HIGH.
STOT
SYMTOT NUMBER OF SYMBOLS (DATA BITS) IN ONE DATA

BLOCK.
TBLR LOAR

LACK 1
SACL ONE
LACK 2
SACL TWO
LACK 8
SACL EIGHT
LACK VH
TBLR VHIGH
LACK MSK
TBLR MASK
LACK MSK2
TBLR MASK2
LACK OFF
TBLR OFFSET
LACK 28
SACL STTOT TOTAL NUMBER OF 3RC TRELLIS STATES IS 28.
EINT

NSYMB LAC
ADD

SYMBC
ONE



SACL SYMBC

SUB EIGHT
BNZ SAM

SAM
•
•

LAC SAMNR WAIT UNTIL ALL 8 SAMPLES OF THE NEXT
SIGNAL HAVE BEEN READ BY "INTR". THEN
DECODING CAN PROCEED WITH THIS SIGNAL.

•

•
•
•
•

SACL

SACL

DMOV

STATNR INIT. TO 0 FOR NEW SERIES OF STATES TO BE
PROCESSED.

SAMNR ZERO SAMPLES OF NEXT SIGNAL RECEIVED HERE.

CCOS1 COSINE AND SINE SAMPLES THAT WERE JUST
READ IN BY INTR COPIED TO COSRn AND SINRn
LOCS TO BE PROCESSED. LEAVING CCOSn AND
CSINn TO BE FILLED BY INTR WITH SAMPLES OF
NEXT SIGNAL TO BE RECEIVED.

DMOV CCOS2
DMOV CCOS3
DMOV CCOS4

DMOV CSIN1
DMOV CSIN2
DMOV CSIN3
DMOV CSIN4

SACL STMET

•

•
•

LACK

SACL
LACK

CPMl

NEXT
16

BEGINNING OF 3RC SIGNAL SPACE TABLE IN
LOC NEXT.

METRIC BELONGING TO FIRST TRELLIS STATE
LOC +16. STMET POINTS AT APPROPRIATE LOC
FOR CURRENT STATE.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•

•
LOAD DATA OF NEXT SIGNAL FROM SIGNAL SPACE TABLE •

•
NSTATE LAC

ADD
SACL
LAC
TBLR
LAR

•
ADD

NSIG TBLR
ADD
TBLR
ADD
TBLR

•
•
•
•

ADD
TBLR
ADD

STATNR
ONE
STATNR
NEXT
SIGNR
O,SIGNR

ONE
COS
ONE
SIN
ONE.-

ONE
DEPSIG
ONE

LOAD FIRST DATA FIELD FOR THIS STATE
FROM SIGNAL SPACE TABLE.
ARO POINTS AT LOC FROM WHICH DECODING
TO BE STORED

LOAD DECODING MATRIX ELEMENT BELONGING
TO THIS 3RC SIGNAL INTO DM. ARO NOW POINTS
TO THE LOC WHERE THIS SIGNAL'S METRIC
(I.E. ITS DISTANCE FROM THE RECEIVED
SIGNAL) IS TO BE STORED.

LET NEXT POINT TO THE NEXT SIGNAL'S



SACL NEXT DATA IN SIGNAL SPACE TABLE.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• START COMPUTING METRIC FOR THIS SIGNAL. FIRST THE METRIC IS
• COMPUTED AS FAR AS THE COSINE SAMPLES ARE CONCERNED. THEN
• THE SINE SAMPLES ARE PROCESSED. COMPUTATION AS IN FORMULA (4.2).
• SEQUENCE OF SAMPLES AS SHOWN I N THE OUTPUT OF THE PASCAL
• PROGRAMME "SAMPLE".

LAC COS
AND MASK PROCESS FOURTH COSINE SAMPLE
SUB COSR4
ABS
SACL METINT

LAC C05,12 LEFT SHIFT OF 12 TO BRING THIRD COS
• SAMPLE INTO THE LEAST SIGNIFICANT 4
• BITS OF HIGH PART OF ACC.

SACH INT
LAC INT HIGH ACC JUST MADE NOW IN LOW ACC
AND MASK FILTER OUT THIRD SAMPLE
SUB COSR3
ABS
ADD METINT
SACL METINT

LAC COS,8 PROCESS SECOND COS SAMPLE
SACH INT
LAC INT
AND MASK
SUB COSR2
ABS
ADD METINT
SACL METINT

LAC COS,4 PROCESS FIRST COS SAMPLE
SACH INT
LAC INT
AND MASK
SUB COSR1
ABS
ADD METINT
SACL MET I NT

LAC SIN
AND MASK PROCESS FOURTH SINE SAMPLE
SUB SINR4
ABS
ADD METINT
SACL METINT

LAC SIN,12 PROCESS THIRD SIN SAMPLE
SACH INT
LAC INT
AND MASK
SUB SINR3
ABS
ADD METI NT



SACL METINT

LAC SIN,8 PROCESS SECOND SIN SAMPLE
SACH INT
LAC INT
AND MASK
SUB SINR2
ABS
ADD METINT
SACL METINT

LAC SIN,4 PROCESS FIRST SIN SAMPLE
SACH INT
LAC INT
AND MASK
SUB SINR1
ABS
ADD METINT
SACL METINT

LARP 1
LAR 1,DEPSIG ADDED TO THE SIGNAL METRIC JUST COM-
LAC • PUTED IS THE (SURVIVOR) METRIC OF THE
LARP ° TRELlIS STATE FROM WHICH THIS SIGNAL
ADD METINT ORIGINATES.
SACL •
LAC NEXT LOAD ADDRESS OF NEXT SIGNAL'S DATA

• IN SIGNAL SPACE TABLE.
BANZ NSIG

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• ALL METRICS BELONGING TO THE SIGNALS THAT MERGE INTO THIS STATE
• HAVE NOW BEEN COMPUTED. NEXT THE SMALLEST OF THOSE IS TO BE
• FOUND AND ITS CORRESPONDING DECODING MATRIX ELEMENT IS WRITTEN
• TO THE DECODING MATRIX.

LAR O,SIGNR
MAR .-
SAR O,INT SAVE DM LOC WHERE FIRST METRIC OF THIS

• STATE IS STORED. THIS ONE IS CONSIDERED
• THE SMALLEST AT THIS POINT.

LAC .-

SACL INTl INT1 CONTAINS THE SMALLEST METRIC VALUE
• FOUND THUSFAR.
J1 MAR .-

SUB • SUBTRACT NEXT METRIC VALUE FROM THE
• METRIC THAT HAS SURVIVED AS SMALLEST
• THUS FAR.

BLEZ J2 IF RESULT >0 THEN THE NEXT METRIC IS
• SMALLER THAN THE ONE THAT HAS SURVIVED
• UP TILL NOW. SO UPDATING BEFORE J2.

SAR O,INT SAVE DM LOC WHERE NEW SMALLEST METRIC
• IS FOUND.

LAC • THIS SMALLEST METRIC TO ACC AND INT1.
SACL INTl

J2 LAC INTl LOAD ACC WITH SMALLEST METRIC THUSFAR
• TO REPLACE THE SUBTRACT RESULT IT
• CONTAINS WHEN ARRIVED HERE FROM BLEZ.



BANZ

LAR
SACL
LAR
MAR
LAC
LT
MPY
LTA
ADD

•
TBLW

LAC
ADD
SACL

LAC
SUB
BNZ

•

J1

O,STMET
•
O,INT
.+
OFFSET
LOAR
STATNR
o
SYMBC

•

STMET
TWO
STMET

STATNR
SITOT
NSTATE

SAVE NEW METRIC OF THIS STATE.

POSITION OF DECODING MATRIX' ELEMENT IS
ONE HIGHER THAN THE CORRESPONDING METRIC
LOCATION.

NOW THE RIGHT DECODING MATRIX' ADDRESS IS
IN ACC .

BRANCH TO NEXT STATE TO BE PROCESSED
IF NOT ALL 28 STATES ARE ALREADY DONE .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• ALL SURVIVOR METRICS THAT HAVE BEEN COMPUTED FOR THIS RECEIVED
• SIGNAL ARE THE OLD METRICS FOR THE NEXT SIGNAL TO BE DECODED.
• SO THE SURVIVOR METRICS ARE MOVED UP ONE LOCATION. SO THEY ARE
• STORED AT THE LOCS THAT ARE GIVEN IN THE FINAL FIELD OF EACH
• SIGNAL DEFINITION IN THE SIGNAL SPACE TABLE. THUS THE ODD NUMBERED
• LOCS CAN BE TREATED AS SURVIVOR METRICS OF STATES WHERE THE SIGNALS
• COME FROM. THE EVEN NUMBERED LOCS AGAIN CAN BE USED TO STORE THE
• SURVIVOR METRICS AS CAUSED BY THE NEXT RECEIVED WAVEFORM.
•

DMOV 16
DMOV 18
DMOV 20
DMOV 22
DMOV 24
DMOV 26
DMOV 28
DMOV 30
DMOV 32
DMOV 34
DMOV 36
DMOV 38
DMOV 40
DMOV 42
DMOV 44
DMOV 46
DMOV 48
DMOV 50
DMOV 52
DMOV 54
DMOV 56
DMOV 58
DMOV 60
DMOV 62
DMOV 64



DMOV 66
DMOV 68
DMOV 70

LAC SYMBC CONTINUE TO RECEIVE THE NEXT SIGNAL (OR
• SYMBOL) UNTIL THE WHOLE DATA BLOCK HAS

SUB SYMfOT BEEN RECEIVED
BNZ NSYMB

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• NEXT PART LOOKS FOR THE SMALLEST SURVIVOR METRIC AMONG THE 28 •
• 3RC TRELLIS STATES. THE NUMBER OF THE STATE WHERE THE SURVIVOR •
• ENDS IS DELIVERED AT DM LOC SURVP. •

BNZ J3

•
•
•

•
J3

•

J4

•

LACK
SACL
LARK

LARK

SAR

LAC
SACL

LAC
MAR
SUB
LARP
MAR

BLEZ
SAR
LAC
SACL

MAR
LAC
ADD
SACL
SUB

1
STATNR
ARG,16

AR1,1

1, SURVP

INT

J4
l,SURVP
•
INT

STATNR
ONE
STATNR
STTOT

LOWEST LOC NR THAT CONTAINS A SEQUENCE
METRIC IS DM LOC 16.
FIRST STATE IS CONSIDERED THE SURVIVOR
AT THE BEGINNING.
SURVP CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF THE STATE
THAT IS SURVIVOR THUSFAR.
AR = ARO. STORE FIRST SEQUENCE METRIC.
INT CONTAINS THE SMALLEST SEQUENCE
METRIC FOUND THUSFAR.

INDICATE NEXT STATENR. MAY BE IT IS THE
NEW SURVIVOR.

SAVE NR OF NEW SURVIVOR STATE
NEW SURVIVOR METRIC IN ACC.

CONTINUE TO SEARCH FOR THE SMALLEST.

METRIC UNTIL ALL TRELLIS STATES HAVE
BEEN PROCESSED.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• THE NEXT PART OUTPUTS THE BITS THAT LIE ON THE SURVIVOR SEQUENCE.
• TO DO SO IT STARTS AT THE END OF THE SURVIVOR TO GET THE CORRES-
• PONDING MATRIX DATA (STATE IT CAME FROM + DATA BIT). THE BIT IS
• TRANSFERRED TO THE OUTPUT ARRAY POSITION INDICATED BY DM LOC OUTP
• AND THE STATE NUMBER THE SIGNAL CAME FROM IS STORED IN DM LOC
• SURVP. THEN THE NEXT BIT CAN BE SEARCHED FOR. THE BITS ARE
• STORED IN THE OUTPUT ARRAY IN REVERSED ORDER SINCE WE TRACE BACK
• THE SURVIVOR SEQUENCE.

LAC SYMfOT
SACL SYMBC
LACK OUT ALIGNMENT OF VAR OUTP WITH THE END OF THE



SUB ONE OUTPUT ARRAY OUT. NEEDED SINCE BES DlREC-
SACL OUTP MAKES OUT EQUAL TO THE END OF THIS ARRAY

• PLUS ONE WHICH IS LOADED WITH DATA.

J5 LAC OFFSET
LT LOAR
MPY SURVP
LTA a
ADD SYMBC PM ADDRESS OF LAST ELEMENT OF SURVIVOR IN

• ACC.
TBLR INT GET DECODING MATRIX ELEMENT.
LAC INT
AND MASK
SACL BIT
LAC OUTP
TBLW BIT STORE DECODED BIT IN OUTPUT ARRAY.
SUB ONE
SACL OUTP

LAC INT,8
SACH INT
LAC INT
AND MASK2 NEEDED DUE TO SIGN EXTENSION.
SACL SURVP SURVP IS LOADED WITH STATE NUMBER WHERE

• JUST DECODED SIGNAL CAME FROM.

LAC SYMBC
SUB ONE
SACL SYMBC PROCEED DECODING UNTIL THE WHOLE DATA
BNZ J5 BLOCK HAS BEEN TRANSFERED TO OUTPUT ARRAY.

B DUM DO NOT EXECUTE INTR WHEN ARRIVED HERE.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• INTR READS SIGNAL SAMPLES FROM THE AlB AID CONVERTER. THE MS 4 BITS
• ARE TO BE USED AS SAMPLE VALUES (4 BIT RECEIVER SAMPLE QUANTIZATION)
• THEREFORE SOME SHIFTING OF THE INPUT SAMPLES IS NECESSARY. THEN WE
• NEED TO COMPENSATE FOR THE SYSTEM'S 2'S COMPLEMENT ARITHMETIC:
• 1. IF THE VALUE OF THE MS 4 AID BITS IS WITHIN THE SET {0,1, ... ,7},
• CORRESPONDING TO RECEIVED VOLTAGES BEYWEEN a AND +10, THE CONSTANT
• 8 NEEDS TO BE ADDED TO SUCH A SAMPLE TO MAKE ITS VALUE IN ACCOR-
• DANCE WITH THOSE GIVEN IN THE 3RC SIGNAL SPACE FROM THE PASCAL
• PROGRAMME' SAMPLE' .
• 2. IF THE VALUE OF THE MS 4 AID BITS IS WITHIN THE SET {8,S, ... ,F},
• CORRESPONDING TO RECEIVED VOLTAGES FROM -10 UP TO a (ZERO NOT IN-
• CLUDED), THEN THE CONSTANT 8 NEEDS TO BE SUBTRACTED FROM SUCH A
• SAMPLE.
• FOUR SINE AND COSINE SAMPLES ARE TAKEN FOR EACH RECEIVED SIGNAL
• WAVEFORM PAIR. THE Nth COSINE SAMPLE IS STORED IN LOC CCOSn. THE SAME
• HOLDS FOR THE SINE SAMPLES: THEY ARE STORED IN LOCS CSINn (C FOR
• CURRENTLY BEI NG RECE IVED) .
• AFTER ALL 8 SAMPLES, BELONGING TO THE WAVEFORMS CURRENTLY BEING
• RECEIVED, ARE TAKEN IN, THE VARIABLE 'SAMNR' IS MADE EQUAL TO 8. THIS
• VALUE IS USED AS A FLAG FOR THE LOOP INDICATED BY THE LABEL 'SAM'.

INTR SST
LDPK
SACH
SACL

STATUS
1
ACH
ACL



SAR O,AROO
SAR l, ARll
LDPK 0

IN INT2,2
LAC INT2,4
SACH INT2
LAC INT2
AND MASK
SACL INT2
SUB EIGHT
BLZ Jll
LAC INT2
SUB EIGHT
SACL INT2
B SAMPLE

Jll LAC INT2
ADD EIGHT
SACL INT2

SAMPLE LAC SAMNR
BNZ Jl2
LAC INT2
SACL CCOSl
LACK 1
SACL SAMNR
our VHIGH,2 PULSE P2 TO GENERATE SOC SIGNAL FOR AID
our VLOW,2 CONY. (SINE SAMPLE IS ALREADY WAITING IN

• INTERFACE TO BE TAKEN IN).
B UII

Jl2 SUB ONE
BNZ Jl3
LAC INT2
SACL CSINl
LACK 2
SACL SAMNR
IN INT2,3 GENERATE PULSE Pl ON PIN 27 OF AlB
B UII CONNECTOR Pl. THIS PULSE REINITIALIZES THE

• INTERFACE SO THE NEXT SAMPLE PAIR CAN BE
• TAKEN IN.

Jl3 SUB ONE
BNZ Jl4
LAC INT2
SACL CCOS2
LACK 3
SACL SAMNR
our VHIGH,2
our VLOW,2
B UII

Jl4 SUB ONE
BNZ Jl5
LAC INT2
SACL CSIN2
LACK 4
SACL SAMNR



IN INT2,3
B UII

J15 SUB ONE
BNZ J16
LAC INT2
SACL CCOS3
LACK 5
SACL SAMNR
OUT VHIGH,2
OUT VLOW,2
B UII

J16 SUB ONE
BNZ J17
LAC INT2
SACL CSIN3
LACK 6
SACL SAMNR
IN INT2,3
B UII

J17 SUB ONE
BNZ J18
LAC INT2
SACL CCOS4
LACK 7
SACL SAMNR
OUT VHIGH,2
OUT VLOW, 2
B UII

J18 LAC INT2
SACL CSIN4
LACK 8
SACL SAMNR
IN INT2,3

UII LDPK 1
LAR 1, AR11
LAR O,AROO
ZALH ACH
ADDS ACL
LST STATUS
EINT
RET

DUM B DUM DEFINE PROPER END OF PROGRAM AFTER THE
• RECEPTION OF A DATA BLOCK.

END
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